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Thai practitioner.  He studied under Mel Menor, Caine Gayle, and the legendary Jongsanan Fairtex.  Jeff Dojillo’s work is 
exhibited in California and New York.

Jon Swenson, “Artful Alliance Across an Abyss”, has contributed articles and photos to several print and online publications.  
A Nikon sponsored photographer, he created a local Bay Area sports blog at Sharkspage.com in 1998.

Caleb Stephens, “Buckeyes Battle at the Barricade”, is a freelance writer based in Dayton, Ohio. He has studied martial 
arts for over a decade, including four years training in Muay Thai.
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at the age of 4.  After reaching First Degree Black Belt, she decided to venture out into a different type of art.  At age 23, 
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Tai Parquet, “Fighting for Change”, is an award winning documentary fi lmmaker and freelance writer in Wilmington, 
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Miguel ‘Wu Fang’ Rivera, “Let’s Go to the Video Tape!”, is our Community Affairs Director, an active fi ghter, blog publisher 
and charter member of ‘The Underground’.
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REPORT BY JEFF DOJILLO WITH ROBERT S. REITER.  PHOTOGRAPHY BY
JEFF DOJILLO, STEVEN HUERTA, EMIL LAZAR AND JOANNA SHAW.

Social engineers seem to think that the human condition 
is an exercise in animal training.  They don’t know squat 
next to Liliana Duenas Huerta.  On the mean streets of 

East Los Angeles, where gangs have been around so long 
that their colors are hereditary, Liliana exercised dominion 
over her own children.  Steven’s choice of colors came from 
the U.S. Navy.  It got him ranked in engineering.  David’s orbit 
brought him to the East Los Angeles Community Center.  It 
was an exercise of free will by both brothers.  Liliana Duenas 
Huerta rode shotgun on their shoulders.  David Huerta is 
now a rising star on the Muay Thai circuit.

With temptation on just about every street corner, choices 
are tactics in the battle for hearts and minds.  Hope would 
be an exercise in futility without meaningful opportunity.  We 
don’t rescue ‘youth at risk’ like fi rst responders on the scene.  

Youth rescue themselves, like everyone else, by taking 
ownership for getting out of bed in the morning.  David puts 
it like this.  “Young people must have a strong head on their 
shoulders and be leaders not followers.  You can be any 
thing you want to be.”  These are words of wisdom from 
someone who practices what he preaches.

The East Los Angeles Community Center is fi rst and foremost 
a creature of the community.  In David’s own words, “the 
community keeps it going”.  The place specializes in aspiring 
fi ghters.  Living legends like Oscar de la Hoya are a magnet 
for youth like David, who’s been set on prize fi ghting since a 
tender age.  Watching broadcasts of Pride, back in the day, 
David gets his inspiration from Muay Thai.

OF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIESOF ANGELS IN THE VALLEY OF VANITIES
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Our inner cities rarely get more than lip service for their 
harsh realities.  Biased decisions don’t just happen ring side.  
Indifference makes them possible, under cover of obscurity.  
Like Oscar de la Hoya on the Boxing side, though, Montri 
Sunpanich works Muay Thai’s corner in East Los Angeles on 
George Zarate’s invitation.

David has been training in Muay Thai with George Zarate for 
7½ years.  The program’s enrollment is small next to Boxing.  
It might have faded into obscurity, but George and Montri 
are a dynamic duo.  Proximity to the pedigree surrounding 

Oscar de la Hoya is a plus for training.  David makes it his 
mission to close the distance.  He does a circuit to spar one 
day at The Yard in neighboring Los Angeles, another day at 
Muay Thai School USA in North Hollywood, going as far as 
Colin Oyama’s place in Orange County to become the best 
that he can be.

At 130 lbs. and 27 years of age, David Huerta is undefeated 
with a Pro/Am record of 12-0.  He is the incumbent California 
State Champion, holds Guatemala’s National Title and just 
won MTAA’s U.S. Championship.

George Zarate, Left ■ David Huerta, Center ■ Montri Sunpanich, Right

Montri Sunpanich’s own mission is manifest in a 
standard of excellence.  Where he comes from, Muay 

Thai is the national sport.  The competition is too intense 
there to abide narrow agendas.  Their take on our ‘youth 
at risk’ produces some amazing talent.  Montri showcased 
some of this talent in a landscape of palpable vanity.  The 
vengeance on our vanity was Biblical in its righteousness.  

There was a message in this show.  What we tell our ‘youth 
at risk’ applies in equal measure to everyone.  Belts mean 
nothing if those who wear them aren’t worthy.  To become 
the best you can be, go for it.  Or meet your match in the 
likes of Saenchai Sor Kingstar and Kaoklai Kennorising.  
It is no coincidence that David Huerta was a head liner in 
Montri’s show.
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OMINOUS OMENS

Weigh-ins are typically a formality.  We fi nd out which 
fi ghts got scratched and which titles got recycled, 

because someone failed to make weight.  It’s at the 
weigh-ins we learn, also, who’s visa didn’t come through; 
who got injured; who failed the medical; and who was AWOL.  
These are preliminary formalities, a fi nal conduit through 
which talent passes on the way to action.  Without cameras 
rolling and sports reporters scribbling, histrionics have only 
entourage and rivals for an audience.  It is between rivals 
that contact sometimes seizes a moment.

Going for WBC’s World Light Heavyweight Title, Magnum 
Sakai (Japan) had everything to lose on the scale.  Maybe he 
didn’t want to take any chances.  The Japanese contender 
went Tarzan with his wardrobe.  Who says “vanity, thy name 
is Woman”?  Kaoklai Kennorising (Thailand) clearly thought 
that he was head lining this act.  Kaoklai wasn’t about to 
be upstaged, even in a beauty contest.  They got down 
to muscle fl exing, like the studs on Venice Beach.  When 
testosterone gets into the act, odds are there’s going to be 
some bad blood.  What we didn’t know at the preliminary 
formalities was that it would come in buckets.

Kaoklai Kennorising, Left ■ Bitter Rivals ■ Magnum Sakai, Right
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The story took a different twist with Saenchai Sor Kingstar 
(Thailand).  The title in contention was more a showcase for 
this living legend.  Tetsuya Yamato (Japan) has been known 
to get on a plane for Bangkok to witness a performance.  

The esteem Tetsuya has for Saenchai was juxtaposed in 
the fl esh.  Saenchai’s fl amboyance might have amped the 
voltage in someone susceptible to his charisma.  A deer in 
the headlights makes an easy target to kill.

Saenchai Sor Kingstar

MTAA WORLD PROFESSIONAL LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIOSHIP:

How can we know what goes through the mind of 
someone who has crossed an ocean, not so much for 

a title that probably meant nothing to him, but really to be 
the showcase for us to witness the legacy of a living legend?  
Whether Tetusya Yamato thought he could win, it is a safe 
bet that the Japanese champ wanted at the very least to 
perform respectably.  He initiated fi rst contact conservatively.  
Low kicks patrolled the perimeter, transitioning to left jabs in 
close.

Despite a reputation for tricks, these tactics made it possible 
for Saenchai to measure the distance and test his speed on 
the Japanese champ’s refl exes.  The tricks came in cartwheel 
kicks on rotation.  Everything was happening on Saenchai’s 
command.  He was maneuvering Tetsuya into an ambush.

Muay ThaimesMuay ThaimesMuay ThaimesMuay ThaimesMuay Thaimes
THE MOST SUBLIME SAVAGERY IN SPORTS

www.muaythaimes.com
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Saenchai Sor Kingstar, Right, 
Measuring the Distance

Everything Was Happening
on Saenchai’s Command
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Reminiscent of “Wind Sweeping Down Mountain” from 
Indochina’s ancient masters, Saenchai unleashed a cyclone 
the length of his leg.  Impact was high and hard upside 
the Japanese champ’s head.  Tetsuya crashed like dead 
weight through thin air.  The count wasn’t even a formality.  
Referee Doc Hamilton was savvy enough to bring in the fi rst 
responders right away.

When Tetsuya’s circuits came back on, he started weeping.  
It was hardly from pain, we’re guessing, since he’d been 
knocked senseless.  Emotions are tricky to nail.  Shame is a 
likely suspect but maybe a little too indeterminate.  We know 
how much esteem he’s got for Saenchai Sor Kingstar.  It’s 
got to be tough fl aming out so close to such prestige.

a WINNER:  Saenchai Sor Kingstar by KO at 2:23 of Round 1.  a

Worthy of Esteem

WBC WORLD PROFESSIONAL LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:

It’s a lot easier to label bad blood than diagnose it.  Magnum 
Sakai (Japan) and Kaoklai Kennorising (Thailand) are both 

in the sunset of their careers.  A WBC world title is one sure 
way to go in glory.  Their rivalry was visible at the weigh-in.  
Maybe the guys just don’t like each other.  These are fi ghts, 
let’s remember, not therapy for anger management.

Raw power is the throttle on sound and fury.  Magnum and 
Kaoklai both packed forty pounds more muscle than the 
two before them.  They leaned hard into each other.  Their 
‘feeling out’ was invasive surgery.  Kaoklai slashed with his 
scalpel.
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Elbows Dropped Magnum, Right, Twice

Then Kaoklai, Left, Stuck His Foot in It
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Magnum, Right, Went 
Guillotine on Kaoklai

Kaoklai’s Elbow Traced the Arc of 
an Executioner’s Axe
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Elbows dropped Magnum twice in the second round.  Blood 
poured from a gash over his left eye.  Kaoklai stuck his foot 
in it.  More elbows made it worse, but the bell brought respite 
before it was too late.  Magnum’s corner did triage between 
rounds.

Magnum wrapped the ropes into a noose for openers in 
Round 3, going guillotine on his rival’s skull.  Referee Dej 

Sri-Ampal laid down the law to him.  They drifted into open 
space.  Kaoklai made a vertical pendulum with his elbow.  It 
traced the arc, like an executioner’s axe.  Magnum put up a 
feeble block.  Ground zero was right between the eyes, just 
above the bridge of his nose.  Impact seemed bone crushing, 
although x-rays later came out negative.  There was a rush 
to the ER.  Buckets of blood looked like they’d been spilled 
in Magnum’s vacant corner.

a WINNER:  Kaoklai Kennorising by KO at 1:20 of Round 3.  a

MTAA PRO/AM LIGHTWEIGHT MEN’S US CHAMPIONSHIP:

California occupies a footprint on the West Coast that 
would have made an oxymoron of our War Between 

the States across the continent more than “four score and 
seven years ago”.  The population today exceeds 38 million.  
Only 13 nations in the world rank higher than California 

economically.  National titles might make sense on this 
landscape, but only if we disregard Mark Twain’s zinger.  
“There are lies, damn lies and statistics.”  From shore to 
shining shore, these titles go down smoother as ‘Best in the 
West’.
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It Was a Showcase for David Huerta, Left

Huerta, Right, Put His 
Weapons on Full Automatic
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Jason Andrada (Master Toddy’s Muay Thai Academy in Las 
Vegas) might be the exception to the rule.  Bronze medalist 
at the IFMA World Cup this past December, Jason’s bona 
fi des are national in pedigree.  He took this match on short 
notice, after Dan Ash (American Kick Boxing Academy in 
San Jose, California) scratched.  No matter how many claim 
that they’re always fi t to fi ght, it is another exception to the 
rule.

This might have been a different story, if Jason had brought 
his A-game.  Instead it was a showcase for David Huerta 
(Team Zarate in East Los Angeles).  David took command 
from start to fi nish.  He out muscled Jason in the clinch 

and put his weapons on full automatic, emptying the whole 
ammunition clip.

Jason’s counters kept it real.  Since the clinch in Muay 
Thai is no place to hide, Jason devised a cool tactic in the 
second round against knees.  He went piggy back, wrapping 
both legs around David’s torso while effectively shielding 
his own.  “Best defense, no be there.”  Even in California, 
adults have to consent for rough sex.  David dumped him 
unceremoniously.  It didn’t stop Jason from doing it again 
in the fourth round.  When the motivation is one sided, 
relationships can get sticky.

This Might Have Been a Different Story
If Jason Had Brought His A-Game

There is a certain transparency in the improvisation 
of match making.  Shane Oblonsky (Piston Gym in 

Westminster, California) dropped a thousand dollars on his 
medical but had nothing to show for it, when Brian Dobler 

(Dobler’s Double Dose in Fontana, California) withdrew late 
on the report of an injury.  Match making for another show 
two weeks out, Brian had to be hoping that he’d be spared 
this kind of collateral damage on his own watch.
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What the crowd saw in Jason’s late substitution was similarly 
transparent.  Without him the match would have been 
cancelled.  There is sometimes more than meets the eye.  
His tactics were apt for the occasion, if a little over the top.  

Jason Andrada showed himself to be a stand up guy, which is 
honorable by our standards.  The title went to David, though, 
because he earned it.  There were only winners here.

a WINNER:  David ‘King Tong’ Huerta by Unanimous Decision.  a

MTAA PRO/AM JR. LIGHTWEIGHT WOMEN’S US CHAMPIONSHIP:

Kristen Shepard (Dobler’s Double Dose in Fontana, 
California) is a rising star on the trail of Christina Riddering 
(The North Pit in Atascadero, California), who brought home 
a gold medal from the IFMA World Cup a couple of years 
ago.  Their styles have looked similar, when we’ve been in 
the house with either of them, although Christina is a bona 
fi de force of nature.

In the early going, Kristen brought everything but a .45 
Magnum to take out her rival.  Malia Spynol (Fight and 
Fitness in San Francisco, California) had her best rounds 
in the third and fourth, when Kristen seemed like she might 
have punched herself out.  Appearances can be deceiving.

Kristen, Left, Brought Everything 
but a .45 Magnum
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Having paced herself to 
conserve energy, Kristen went 
superwoman with a punch for 
starters and fi nished with a 
fl ying knee.  If the fi fth round 
was a tie-breaker, Kristen made 
it hers.  Whether Malia got 
more than she gave, Bunkerd’s 
protégé was standing proud at 
the end.  Montri’s eye for talent 
is uncanny.  These were both 
worthy contenders.

a WINNER:  Kristin Shepard by Unanimous Decision.  a

WBC World Light Heavy Weight Championship (Professional Men).  Kaoklai Kennorising (Thailand) def. Magnum 
Sakai (Japan) by KO at 1:20 of Round 3.

MTAA World Lightweight Championship (Professional Men).  Saenchai Sor Kingstar (Thailand) def. Tetsuya 
Yamato (Japan) by KO at 2:23 of Round 1.

MTAA U.S. Lightweight Championship (Pro/Am Men).  David Huerta (Team Zarate in East Los Angeles) def. Jason 
Andrada (Master Toddy’s Muay Thai Academy in Las Vegas) by Unanimous Decision.

MTAA U.S. Junior Lightweight Championship (Pro/Am Women).  Kristin Shepard (Dobler’s Double Dose in 
Fontana, California) def. Malia Spynol (Fight and Fitness in San Francisco, California) by Unanimous Decision.

AMATEUR UNDER CARD:

Justin Nguyen (Team Oyama MMA in Irvine, California) def. Antonio de la Cruz (Fairtex, San Francisco) by KO at 1:45 of Round 1.

Saroyan Corona (Muay Thai School U.S.A.) def. William Intusa (Adrenaline in Redland, California) by Unanimous Decision.

Yamato Miura (The Yard in Los Angeles) def. Tony Juan (Adrenaline in Redland, California) by TKO at 1:24 of Round 2.

Bounthong Syvanthong (Pacifi c Rim Sports in Oakland, California) def. Prudencio Portillo (Piston Gym in Westminster, California) 
by Split Decision.

Andy Lazarit (Sityodtong in Los Angeles) def. Mike Ellison (Boxing Works in Pomona, California) by Split Decision.
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ON MARCH 14, 2010ON MARCH 14, 2010ON MARCH 14, 2010:::
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Justin Nguyen, Left
KO’d Antonio de la Cruz

Saroyan Corona, Right, Won
a Unanimous Decision Over

William Intusa
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THE BEST IN THE WESTTHE BEST IN THE WESTTHE BEST IN THE WEST:::

In another time and place, titles were conferred.  They 
came with land, money, power and prestige.  A lot has 

changed since popular sentiment discovered the guillotine.  
In a meritocracy, titles are supposed to be earned.  Between 
two contenders, only the winner gets the title.  It becomes a 
little murkier, though, when the titles themselves contend for 
meaning.  We seem to have forgotten, in our genre of sports, 
the title ‘undisputed champion’.

In the absence of universal rankings based upon 
unimpeachable records with eliminations to confer contender 

status, a good eye for talent is the next best substitute.  It 
ain’t necessarily so that a central authority would make our 
world a better place.  Nothing is as simple as it seems.

Titles in our world are just as much conferred in the selection 
of contenders as they are won in battle.  These are just the 
rules of the game.  The real meritocracy applies to how well 
this game is played on local, regional, national and even 
global landscapes.  In this game, popular sentiment will 
pick the winners.  For rules of the game, it’s a pretty good 
alternative to the guillotine.  
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SECRETS IN THE SHADOWS

A couple of year ago, Jerry Della Famina opened a 
restaurant in the Hamptons.  He contrived to tell 
prospective diners they’d have to wait a month for 

the next available reservation.  The place was so popular, he 
wanted everyone to think, it must be worth the wait.  It was a 
clever ploy to rig the A-List.

Ego stroking is like fertilizer.  Applied in moderation to barren 
soil, it can improve crop yield.  In any other application, it just 
gives off a stink.  Instead of vegetation, our crop is talent.  If 
it’s not fl ourishing, where is the fertilizer going?

Chris ‘Mohawk’ Minor, Seated, Between Rounds at
Strikezone FC’s Halloween Show in Brooklyn’s Oceania

The club scene is where some go for a good time.  A-Lists 
select who get in, who get to party, who get their egos 
stroked.  Talent is there to entertain us.  It is servant to the 
A-List, just like the other staff.  We come full circle, when the 
A-List anoints celebrity.  It substitutes status for coin of the 
realm.  Perks are bestowed like political patronage.

Whether this is good, bad or indifferent begs the question 
of legitimacy as it feeds into the popular perception of our 
sport.  How come we have such a narrow fan base that can’t 
seem to break into the mainstream?  What makes us think 
that circling the wagons will take us to a better place?

REPORT BY ROBERT S. REITER.  
PHOTOGRAPHY BY STEVE FERDMAN
WITH KEVIN BIRMINGHAM, ALISON MAYFIELD AND YUKI KUNISHIMA
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That’s Entertainment at…
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Strikezone FC’s Halloween Show
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Sweet Back Kick

Submission Without Pain
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The Devil is in the Details
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A-List politics are so woven into the fabric of social 
hierarchies that it defi es conventional wisdom to 

challenge the party line.  If you’re happy and you know it, 
why not sugar coat it?  Let’s examine this premise without 
the sugar coating.  Our focus is an actual club on NYC’s party 
circuit.  Don’t think it’s all that different in Carroll, Iowa.

We begin with excerpts from the fi rst three shows of a new 
series in an outer NYC borough.  Beggars at someone 
else’s feast get a steady diet on the short end of home town 
decisions.  Having been there and done that, turning the 
tables has to be sweet.  Let’s remember that this is the town 
where Leo Durocher is still quoted for the line “nice guys 
fi nish last”.

New Club on the Circuit

If home town decisions leave a bitter taste, it’s all good with 
a match maker who knows how to handicap the competition.  
Everyone goes home happy.  The merry can even go round 
a cross promotion.

Talent always seems fresh, when it’s unfamiliar.  What’s 
forever puzzling is how some match makers are just as apt 
to book losers as winners.

It is said that the road to Hell is paved with good intentions.  
Maybe the corollary is also true.  If the intention is only to 
entertain, maybe it doesn’t even matter.  Whether these 
shows are making enough money to keep on going, local 
fans for damn sure are getting their money’s worth for an 
evening’s entertainment.  We’re only here for the talent 
and will cover the story for you with the most memorable 
moments.
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Turan Hasanov (Borodin’s Muay Thai 
in Brooklyn) and Eddie Martinez (Five 
Points Academy in NYC) have both 
done gigs in this club.  The match 
maker has kept them apart.  They’ve 
got some history between them.  It 
goes back to February 28, 2009.  They 
fought for a USMTA title at Lehman 
College in the Bronx.  Turan won a 
split decision.  The judges voted along 
party lines.  Two of them seemed to 
confuse the score cards with their 
Russian passports.

Turan caught plenty of heat later 
from the fans for the appearance of 
irregularity.  Tarnish is an ugly stain.  
It puts a stigma on everything and 
everyone.  Circling the wagons, 
though, isn’t exactly a Native 
American tactic.  USMTA gave the 
two apparatchiks their walking papers 
and did a re-match.  Eddie won the 
re-count.  “All’s well that ends well.”  
A common opponent in Arthur Sorsor 
(Connecticut’s Finest Kickboxing) isn’t 
all these two rivals have shared in the 
new series.

Turan Hasanov, Left, vs. Arthur Sorsor

Turan got fi rst crack at Arthur on October 17, 2009.  It was the 
best fi ght of the Azerbaijan’s career, except for one awkward 
moment.  Pivoting away from a spinning back kick, Turan 
caught it on the butt.  Just when you think that you’ve seen 
it all, someone does a new trick.  Turan got the win, if you’ll 
indulge some tongue in cheek, going away.

Having beaten Turan once or twice, depending upon how 
we count tainted decisions, Eddie now got to beat the guy 
whom Turan just beat.  ‘El Conquistador’ KO’d Arthur Sorsor 
at 0:54 of Round 4 on December 12, 2009.  Who can criticize 
Eddie – any more than Turan before him – for taking care of 
business?  It is the business of match making that might be 
on a slippery slope.
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Eddie Martinez, Right, vs. Arthur Sorsor
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Turan Hasanov, Left, vs. Chris ‘Mohawk’ Minor
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Eddie Martinez, Right, vs. Chris ‘Mohawk’ Minor

The next casting call brought Chris ‘Mohawk’ Minor 
(Mohawk Muay Thai) all the way from Los Angeles.  It 

was actually an encore for Chris in NYC.  He’d done a gig 
at Strikezone FC’s Halloween Show.  Series are a show biz 
genre with a theme.  We got to see Eddie beat another guy 
whom Turan just beat.  Turan put Chris away in Brooklyn’s 
Oceania at 1:38 of Round 2 with a TKO on October 31, 
2009.  Eddie did it in Queens with a KO at 1:52 of Round 2 
on February 13, 2010.

Is there a hotel on Las Vegas’ Strip that doesn’t channel 
the Rat Pack for traffi c through the casinos?  Headliners 
pack in the crowds.  When the tiger mauled Roy, Siegfried 
was out of a job.  Matches are sometimes made to keep 
safe from becoming sorry.  The downside is arresting talent 
development.  The odds are against a fi ghter scaling the 
summit on a slippery slope.  Hiking the Appalachian Trail is 
the wrong way to Mount Everest.  Show biz and sports only 
intersect at the box offi ce.

The night Eddie took Arthur’s measure, Turan was also 
in the house.  ‘The Tornado’ demolished Osvaldo 

Domninguez (Sitan Philadelphia).  Trimming his sails for a 
storm at sea, Osvaldo tried tacking sideways to the wind.  
It was the wrong tactic in a twister.  A force of nature made 
impact, where Osvaldo was most vulnerable, upside the 

head.  Lucky for him, Chris ‘The Cannon’ Wagner was on his 
game.  Following the count, Osvaldo seemed out of it.  He 
staggered towards his corner like Turan wasn’t even there, 
much less itching for the kill.  Chris got there ahead of Turan 
at 1:59 of Round 2 and kept it from getting ugly, at least in 
the ring.
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Turan Hasanov, Right, vs. Osvaldo Dominguez
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Rami Ibrahim was getting ready backstage for his own 
match.  ‘The Arabian Nightmare’ goes 135 lbs. and trains 
Osvaldo at Sitan Philadelphia.  He taunted Turan.  “It was a 
lucky punch”.  Turan walks around at 155 lbs.  If Rami was 
prepared to waive the weight difference between them, Turan 

parried, they could test his punching power on each other.  
Cooler heads prevailed.  Turan has since been exiled from 
the club’s A-List.  Just about everyone connected with these 
shows, including a lot of the talent, wears Sitan’s colors.  The 
host gets to pick who’s invited to the party.

Host Eddie Cuello Right
Headliner Rami Ibrahim Center

Match Maker Master Aziz Left

Osvaldo got a measure of redemption at Church Boxing Gym’s 
Friday Night Fight Series in NYC on January 15, 2010.  He beat 
Kyle Hillman (Philly MMA).  WKA North America operates the 
circuit here.  Believe it or not, it’s the law.

A-Listing seems to be a transferable status throughout the 
circuit.  Political patronage is an expedient short cut with 

everyone else actually having to fi ght their way to the top for a title 
shot.  If there’s got to be an inner circle, it must be sweet to cut 
the line.  Even though Turan beat Osvaldo, guess who went for 

WKA’s U.S. welterweight title in Hampton, Virginia on February 
20, 2010?  Russians aren’t alone in voting their passports.

It takes two for a match, no matter what strings were pulled 
to get anyone there.  Nico Tsigaris (Lions Martial Arts in 
Brooklyn) was the A-List’s reality check.  Nico didn’t even 
need his Russian passport to vote Osvaldo off the island 
at 1:15 of Round 1.  Show biz might entertain us, but the 
talent has to perform.  Is the A-List a legitimate standard for 
ranking contenders?
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Jake Mainini, Left, vs. Nico Tsigaris

Despite crashing the host’s party, Nico was also fresh off a 
loss.  Jake Mainini (Boston Muay Thai) took his measure in 
a unanimous decision for a USMTA title at the Fighthouse in 
NYC on January 23, 2010.

What exactly are we to make of “title” in this lexicon?  
Each of the contenders for “title” status had already 

met his match.  How does someone get to rank above the 
guy who beat him and still call himself a champion?  Is 
this the kind of standard that can possibly appeal to more 
than a narrow fan base?  How is talent supposed to fl ourish 
with this for fertilizer?

Vladimir Borodin trains Turan.  Vlad was a martial arts 
force majeure in the Red Army.  No one gets to wear 

the uniform, without making it through Boot Camp.  On a 
military passport to compete in Holland, Vlad did a bob and 
weave on his KGB baby sitters and fl ed to freedom.  He did 
escape and evasion in Thailand for a couple of years, until 

it got old.  Settling eventually in Brooklyn’s Russian émigré 
community, Vlad has been cultivating his own crop of local 
talent in Muay Thai.  No stranger to slippery slopes, few 
have less purchase than Vlad for personality cults and party 
politics.  He sent this text message from Thailand on April 
12, 2010:
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Although English is a second language 
for Vlad, there is no substitute for 
authenticity.  The rest is all him.

“On April the 12th in Bangkok was the pro 
debut of Turan Hasanov from Borodin’s 
Gym in New York.  The event was one 
of the Songchai Company’s promotions 
in Thailand.  Prior to the fi ght, Turan 
spent 1½ months in Songchai’s Baan 
Muaythai Camp under the supervision of 
one of the living legends, Saengtien Noi, 
who previously worked with the famous 
Australian fi ghter John Wayne Parr.

Turan Hasanov, Left, vs. Denvirote Sor Fuengfa

Turan Hasanov, Left, with Sangtien Toi

“Turan won by KO at Songchai show 
today in Bangkok!!!”

Along with the fi ght, it was the fi rst ever 
trip for Turan to Thailand, although 
fi ghting overseas is not a rare thing for 
Brooklyn based Borodin’s Gym fi ghters.  
Just a month before traveling to Bangkok, 
Turan fought in Paris, France.  He came 
to understand there the difference in 
fi ghting full Muaythai rules, meaning 
the use of elbows even in the amateur 
competitions.

In New York, amateur and even pro 
fi ghters are not allowed (we don’t know 
why) to use elbows in Muaythai matches.  
That’s why most New Yorkers lose their 
matches when traveling abroad, because 
they just don’t have the experience of 
elbow training and using it in the ring.
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At Borodin’s, training in full Muaythai rules starts even in 4 
year old kids’ classes.  They drill and spar in knee and elbow 
pads.  It becomes natural for them from early childhood to do 
like Thais in the ring.

We all remember Moti Horenstein, who won the Prince’s 
Cup Tournament in Bangkok, and Steven Berkolayko, who 
defeated fi ghters in Holland and Japan using elbows.  So 
full Muaythai training helped Turan a lot and, with the help of 
Saengtien Noi, he was able to stand up against a real Thai 
fi ghter, who at the time of that show already had 60 pro fi ghts 
in his pocket.

‘I felt his low kicks during the fi rst seconds of the fi ght.  The 
feeling was like being hit with a metal pipe.  So I decided, if I 

don’t knock him out in the fi rst round, he will just destroy me 
later.  I decided to go with my boxing skills and elbow fi nish.  
Thais are usually slow in the fi rst round.  Their boxing is not 
as sophisticated as their kicks and clinch.  That helped me 
a lot.’

Turan did a boxing combo ending up with an elbow strike at 
1:15 of Round 1 that put his opponent on the canvas cold.  
‘I’m happy it ended up this way and know now that the pro 
level is not a joke’, Turan added.  On May 8th, Hasanov will 
be fi ghting as a pro again on a Pay Per View broadcast event 
of the Instinct Fighting network’s new modifi ed Muaythai 
rules organization.”

Valentin Stratichuk (Borodin’s in Brooklyn), Right, vs.
Julio Newton (Guinea in West Africa by Way of Paris, France)

at Strikezone FC’s Halloween Show on October 31, 2009t
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SELECTED RESULTS:

Turan Hasanov (Borodin’s Muay Thai in Brooklyn) def. Eddie Martinez (Five Points Academy in NYC) by Split Decision
on February 28, 2009.  USMTA Title at Lehman College in the Bronx.

Eddie Martinez (Five Points Academy in NYC) def. Turan Hasanov (Borodin’s Muay Thai in Brooklyn) by Unanimous 
Decision on September 19, 2009.    USMTA Title at the Fighthouse in NYC.

Eddie Martinez (Five Points Academy in NYC) def. Tony Flores (Ardón’s Sweet Science in Brooklyn) by Unanimous 
Decision on October 17, 2009.  Take-On Productions at the 7-Train Theater in Queens.

Turan Hasanov (Borodin’s Muay Thai in Brooklyn) def. Arthur Sorsor (Connecticut’s Finest Kickboxing) by Unanimous 
Decision on October 17, 2009.  Take-On Productions at the 7-Train Theater in Queens.

Turan Hasanov (Borodin’s Muay Thai in Brooklyn) def. Chris Minor (Mohawk Muay Thai in Los Angeles) by KO at 1:38 
of Round 2 on October 31, 2009.  Strikezone FC at the Oceania in the Brooklyn.

Eddie Martinez (Five Points Academy in NYC) def. Arthur Sorsor (Connecticut’s Finest Kickboxing) by KO at 0:54 of 
Round 4 on December 12, 2009.  Take-On Productions at the 7-Train Theater in Queens.

Turan Hasanov (Borodin’s Muay Thai in Brooklyn) def. Osvaldo Dominguez (Sitan Philadephia) by TKO at 1:59 of 
Round 2 on December 12, 2009.  Take-On Productions at the 7-Train Theater in Queens.

Osvaldo Dominguez (Sitan Philadephia) def. Kyle Hillman (Philly MMA) by Unanimous Decision on January 15, 2010. 
Church Street Boxing Gym’s Friday Night Fight Series at the in NYC.

Jake Mainini (Boston Muay Thai) def. Nico Tsigaris (Lions Martial Arts Club in Brooklyn) by Unanimous Decision on 
January 23, 2010.  USMTA Title at the Fighthouse in NYC.

Eddie Martinez (Five Points Academy in NYC) def. Chris Minor (Mohawk Muay Thai in Los Angeles) by KO at 1:52 of 
Round 2 on February 13, 2010.  Take-On Productions at the 7-Train Theater in Queens.

Ulrich Marvin (IDF Boxing Gym in Paris) def. Turan Hasanov (Borodin’s Muay Thai in Brooklyn) by TKO at 1:55 in Round 
3 on February 13, 2010.  Le Carpenter Sports Center in Paris, France.

Nico Tsigaris (Lions Martial Arts Club in Brooklyn) def. Osvaldo Dominguez (Sitan Philadephia) by KO at 1:15 of Round 
1 on February 20, 2010.  WKA U.S. Title at Combat Sports Challenge in Hampton Virginia.

Turan Hasanov (Borodin’s Muay Thai in Brooklyn) def. Denvirote Sor Fuengfa (Thailand) by KO at 1:15 of Round 1 on 
April 12, 2010.  One Songchai Promotions at Bang Kadi Buddhist Temple in Pathumthani Province, Thailand.
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Let’s come full circle in our story.  How do we know about 
Jerry Della Famina’s restaurant?  Someone got wise and 

dropped a dime.  New York Magazine revealed his secret in 
the shadows.  When a ploy to rig the A-List was exposed, 
customer satisfaction became the overriding priority.

The athletes in this story are woven into the fabric of our 
convoluted tale of the tape.  They are also the future of Muay 
Thai in America.  Developing their talent to its fullest potential 
is the sine qua non for any hope of mainstream popularity.

It is too intense on the pro circuit for pandering to hidden 
agendas.  In serious sports, most will meet their match 
instead of scaling the summit.  Talent must be developed 
to its fullest potential.  If our sport is also going to reach 
its fullest potential, we’ve got to focus on the goal.  Circling 
the wagons seals trouble with an inner circle.  We’ve got to 
go somewhere else for a better place.  Paris and Bangkok, 
compared with the Appalachian Trail, ought to be a no 
brainer.  

WKA World Championship Belt
Brian Crenshaw, President of WKA North America
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[ ARTFUL ALLIANCE ACROSS AN ABYSS ]
REPORT BY JON SWENSON.  

PHOTOGRAPHY BY DALE SHIRLEY.

Although participation in Muay Thai has been robust 
in the U.S. for a while and seems to be growing, 
the crossover to spectator sports is hy brid in Mixed 

Martial Arts (MMA).  It’s anybody’s guess whether the 
sum is greater than the parts or whether it begs the 
question of product mix.

Reach and platform both contour around the landscapes 
they occupy.  More than anything else, spectator sports 
showcase talent.  Where celebrity is the sine qua non for 
national or global reach on a broadcast platform, local 
dy namics are pretty much self-contained.

Amateur talents cost less than professionals with the 
same local fans, so they’re favored in match making.  

Because there is only the wisp of a national circuit, 
professionals rely heavily on cross promotion for their 
gigs.  Fairtex might be the only domestic organization 
that can do this all in-house.  Amateur or professional, 
though, it is a rare match without locals.

Sweet Sixteen seems to be the magic match number for 
Fairtex in showcasing talent within commuting distance of 
Santa Clara Convention Center.  The formula expresses 
attendance as a function of participation.  Until the Law 
of Dimin ishing Returns exacts a penalty for straining 
at tention spans, product mix gives the fans even more 
bang for their buck with the promise of making even 
more of a hit at the box offi ce.

McKenzie Airborne Against Arellano’s Double Leg Take Down Attempt
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Muay Thai got billing with MMA at the World Combat 
Sports Challenge in May of 2009.  San Francisco’s 
Kezar Pavilion was the scene.  It was a huge roll out.  
Fairtex did its own Hybrid Show the last time we covered 
this series in October.  [See “Past, Present and Parable 
in Pacifi c Pageant” on pages 52-64 of the Spring of 
2010 edition, Volume IV, No. 1.]  There weren’t as much 
fi reworks but lift off beats a crash.

Apart from an inscrutable brand in ‘War of the Heroes’ 
a/k/a ‘WOTH’, Fairtex CEO Anthony Lin packs enough 
wallop in his punches to contend for some pretty 
prestigious titles.  In collabora tion with the International 
Federation of Muay thai Amateurs, this platform 
assembles Team U.S.A. for the IFMA World Cup in 
Bangkok.  So the development of amateur talent is more 
than a narrow enterprise for its own sake.  It fulfi lls a 
national purpose.  Expanding United States Muaythai 
Federation’s (USMF) reach beyond its home base is a 

work in progress to negotiate links between the World 
Muaythai Council (WMC) with domestic affi liates under 
state regulatory agencies.  The task is arduous, but 
we’re never going to get our national act to gether without 
a credible agency for ranking tal ent.  It is an ambitious 
agenda to be sure.  Whether the reach exceeds his 
grasp, Anthony practices what Fairtex preaches.  “Be 
inspired.”  Jon Swenson reports from his perch at http://
www.sharkspace.com EDITOR.

The fi fth edition of the War of the Heroes Muaythai 
Kickboxing/MMA was presented by USMF/Xfi ght and 

brought a standing room only crowd of nearly 1,600 fans 
to the Santa Clara Convention Center on March 6, 2010.  
Unoffi  cially, estimates on seating capacity and the Virtual 
Box Offi ce information show that as many as 1,800 
fans may have been in attendance.  The Santa Clara 
Fire Department shut down the box offi ce, because the 
premises were over ca pacity.

McKenzie Finishes Arellano With An Arm Bar Submission
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In the two main event professional MMA bouts, UFC/
WEC veteran Tim McKenzie (13-6) under Ganyao “Dr. 
Knee” Fairtex out of San Francisco blitzed Mike Arellano, 
while Fairtex Mountain View’s Chris Moore showcased 
a slick wrestling and submission game, as both ended 
their fi ghts with early fi rst round submissions.  Four 
U.S. Muaythai Federation title contests headlined 15 
amateur fi ghts.  The lone professional Muaythai bout 
saw Strikeforce kickboxing veteran Ryan “T2” Roy batter 
and bloody a game Nathan Bagby.

Flanked by cheerleading and MLM marketing 
exhibitions, Conference Room B was packed wall-to-
wall with fi ght team members, vocal supporters and a 
growing underground kickboxing fan base for 4+ hours 
of marathon kickboxing/mma hybrid action.  Stockton-
based Tim “The Wrecking Machine” McKenzie has been 
in the cage with several grizzled MMA veterans and up-

and-comers including Emanuel Newton, Akihiro Gono, 
Scott Smith and Chael Sonnen.  With 3 losses in his 
last 5 fi ghts, McKenzie was looking to rebound against 
Gladiator Challenge and Tachi Palace veteran Mike 
“Showtime” Arellano.

After a short feeling out process, McKenzie went 
airborne to keep his balance against a solid double leg 
takedown attempt from Arellano.  Folding the Corona, 
CA native back on himself, McKenzie ended up in the 
dominant mount position after a short scramble.  Instead 
of going for a ground and pound fi nish, “The Wrecking 
Machine” fl attened out his opponent while controlling 
the head.  As Arellano bucked his hips and reversed 
position, McKenzie kept control of the wrists and slipped 
fl uidly into a textbook arm bar.  The Ronin Jiu-Jitsu 
instructor fi nished the fi ght in 43 seconds with an arm 
bar submission.

Moore Sinking In Deep Key Lock Submission on Smith
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In his professional MMA debut, Fairtex Mountain View’s 
Chris Moore looked impressive en route to a fi rst round 
submission over Sacramento native Tramail Smith.  
Moore plowed through a hard side kick to score an early 
takedown, but he could not gain a good enough posture 
to advance his position.  After Smith showed several 
aggressive up-kicks and inside kicks off his back, he 
tried to press the action standing with a fl urry of kicks 
and punches.  Moore quickly used a hip throw into the 
mount position, sinking in a deep key lock submission 
moments later.  Tramail Smith tapped at 1:53.

Burgeoning Muaythai and San Shou star Jenna 
Castillo (25-1) has seen her profi le rise quickly 

among Bay Area fans and media.  A member of Fairtex 
San Francisco under Ganyao “Dr. Knee” Fairtex, she 
has also sparred with 2-time female boxing champion 
Ana Julaton and UFC/WEC/Strikeforce veteran Scott 

Smith.  Castillo also recently defended her WCSC 
Bantamweight title as the headliner on a San Francisco 
Female Fury card in convincing fashion.  Facing her 
was 29-year old Melanie Kohler Edwards (8-4) of Utah.  
Edwards, a K-1 USA Superfi ght winner in 2003, came 
out to a solid walk-in track by Gangstar, but the fl ow of 
the fi ght would be directed by Castillo from the outset.

Castillo piled up damage until the decisive third round.  
Quick two-punch, inside leg kick combinations found 
their mark for Jenna.  Along with a piercing right hand, left 
high kick combination, Edwards was on the defensive, 
covering up and on her heels.  Castillo pressed the action 
and forced a standing 8-count.  Cornering the visitor 
again later in the round, Castillo’s right hand found its 
mark repeatedly until referee Dan Stell stepped in and 
stopped the fi ght.

Jenna Castillo, Left, Piled Up the Damage on Melanie Edwards
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Ryan ‘T-2’ Roy, Right, Put His Stamp on Nathan Bagby

It Was One of the Most Impressive Wins of Ryan’s Career
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Team Black’s Quincey Schoemann, Right,          Upset Pacifi c Ring’s Matt Lucas  
               with a 4th Round TKO

Gabe Carrasco, Right,        Scored the Knockout of the Night
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In the lone professional Muaythai bout of the evening, 
Strikeforce and WCSC veteran kick boxer and a 

member of the Fairtex Mountain View under Ganyao 
“Dr. Knee” Fairtex, Ryan “T2” Roy put his stamp on Fort 
Worth, Texas native Nathan Bagby.  Bagby started the 
fi ght with more effective strikes from the outside, but 
Roy’s power changed the game plan early.  Heavy kicks 
to the body echoed off the walls of the conference room, 
and looping right hands were thrown with knockout 
intentions.  Bagby threw a solid, technical high kick at 
the end of the fi rst.  Roy blocked it with both hands and 
tossed him unceremoniously to the canvas.

In the second round, Bagby followed his corner’s 
instructions and landed several quick pinpoint kicks to 
the legs and body.  An imposing “T2” started leveling 

heavy kicks to the midsection, almost like chopping 
wood.  After scoring a knockdown, Roy sent Bagby 
sprawling to the mat seconds later after kicking his leg 
out from under him.  Ryan Roy began fi nding the zone 
in the third round, backing up Bagby into a corner and 
landing knockout quality punches.  Bagby was bloodied, 
but he remained on his feet.  An elbow, right hand 
combination cut a gash over Nathan’s right eye, but after 
a quick consult the doctor said he could continue.  The 
onslaught resumed until the doctor was called a second 
time and the fi ght was stopped.  It was the 7th win for 
Ryan Roy, and arguably one of the most impressive 
of his career.  His animated in-ring celebration drew a 
slight chuckle from veteran Thai referee Dej Sri-Ampai, 
who is as stone faced and professional as any referee 
in Califor nia.

Amber Pope, Left, Claiming the USMF Title from Carresa Kinler
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Hang Time – Mario Martinez, Right

Bang Time – Eric Luna, Right
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IFMA World Cup Gold Medalist (Nov 27th-Dec 5th - 
Bangkok, Thailand) and AKA fi ghter, Eric Luna earned a 
unanimous decision win over a fl amboyant, spin wielding 
Mario Martinez, and Combat Sports Academy’s Amber 
Pope looked impressive with unanimous decision wins 
in USMF Muaythai title fi ghts.  American Kickboxing 
Academy’s Gabe Carrasco (11-0) scored the knockout of 
the night with a high kick through the guard of American 
Top Team’s Eric Shellard.  The Winter Springs, Florida 
native Shellard was out cold for several seconds and 
had to be restrained briefl y by the ref as he came to after 
the fi ght was stopped.

Team Black’s Quincey Schoemann upset Matt Lucas with 
a 4th round TKO.  The technically sound Schoemann 
picked apart the powerful striker Lucas, and after one 

knockdown in the corner in the 4th, he pressed and 
stopped the fi ght.  Fairtex Mountain View’s Lawerence 
Ward beat Unlimited Kickboxing’s Robert Connejo with 
a solid performance, 30-27 on all three cards, and San 
Francisco’s Andrew Moy came from behind to win with 
a stunning 3rd round TKO of Ray Hov.  Team Black’s 
Soni Tuungasasi stalked Elite MMA’s Matt King for 3 
rounds, but the heavy hitting heavyweight could not 
knock him out.  Instead the enormous Pacifi c Islander 
earned a decision win, 29-27, 29-27, 28-29, and well 
earned respect for any future opponent he will face in 
the ring.  Christie Cheekets, Brooks Hurd, Podar Duarte 
and Amber Goodwin were all successful in a blistering 
start to WOTH 5, which created a good atmosphere in 
the crowd and built up anticipation for the main event 
fi ghts.

Eric Luna, Left, IFMA World Cup Gold Medalist
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I t was announced that there will be 5 War of the Heroes 
events in 2010, WOTH FC 6 is sched uled for May 22nd

at the Alameda County Fair grounds, WOTH FC 7 is 
scheduled for July 24th at the Fairtex Thepasit Stadium in 
Pattaya, Thailand, and WOTH FC 8 & 9 will return to the 
Santa Clara County Convention Center at the end of the 
year.  Fairtex USA and USMF Presi dent Anthony Lin also 
noted that the USMF is looking to expand its Muaythai 
reach to Texas, Florida, Georgia and Pennsylvania.

The U.S. Muaythai Federation had its most suc cessful 
run at the IFMA World Muaythai Cham pionships to date, 
earning 2 Gold medals, 1 Sil ver Medal, and 4 Bronze 
Medals in Bangkok, Thailand (Nov 27-Dec 5t).  The USMF 
is dedi cated to the promotion of Muaythai kickboxing 
in the U.S. and looking to further the competition of 
Muaythai as an Olympic sport.  The USMF will scout 

American talent to represent the U.S. at the upcoming 
PAMU Championships in Brazil (April), SportAccord 
in China (August), and IFMA World Championships in 
Thailand (No vember-December).

Strikeforce/UFC/former WEC Champion Scott Smith, 
Strikeforce Lightweight champion Gilbert Melendez, K-1 
former champion Carter Williams, WBC Muaythai/WBC 
Asia/ABCO General Sec retary General Kiate Sirigul 
were on hand to award USMF belts inside the ring on 
Saturday night.  Former Strikeforce title holder Cung Le 
was in the corner for several USH team fi ghters.  Other 
notable players within the MMA/Muaythai community 
included promoter Scott Coker of ISKA Strikeforce, Mike 
Kogan of FEG/K-1, pro moter Mick Maynard of Long Star 
Beat Down, promoter Andy K of Muaythai Lao, Trevor of 
Pure Pankration, and others.

The Wai Kru by Carresa Kinler
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OFFICIAL RESULTS:  War of the Heroes V – March 6, 2010
Santa Clara Convention Center in California

Professional Mixed Martial Arts.  Tim McKenzie (13-6) of CCFA in Sacramento def. Mike Arellano (6-4) of Hitman in L.A. 
by arm bar submission at 0:43 of Round 1.

Professional Mixed Martial Arts.  Chris Moore (1-0) of Fairtex Mountain View def. Tramail Smith (3-2) of Huckabee Gym in 
San Francisco by key lock submission at 1:53 of Round 1.

Professional Muay Thai.  Ryan Roy (7-2) of Fairtex San Francisco def. Nathan Bagby (3-2) New World Combat in Fort Worth, 
Texas by TKO (Physician Stoppage) in Round 3.

USMF Muay Thai Title.  Jenna Castillo of Fairtex San Francisco def. Melanie Kohler Edwards of Throwdown Elite Training 
Center in Orem, Utah by TKO in Round 3.

USMF Muay Thai Title.  Eric Luna of American Kickboxing Academy in San Jose def. Mario Martinez of New World Combat 
in Fort Worth, Texas by Unanimous Decision.

USMF Muay Thai Title.  Gabe Carrasco of American Kickboxing Academy in San Jose def. Eric Shelland of Elite Fighting 
Academy in Orlando, Florida by KO at 0:40 of Round 1.

USMF Muay Thai Title.  Amber Pope of Combat Sports Academy in Dublin, California def. Carresa Kinler of Elite Fighting 
Academy in Orlando, Florida by Unanimous Decision.

Amateur Muay Thai Under Card:

Tony Lawrence of Cung Le’s Universal Strength Headquarters in Milpitas def. Diego Cuenca of Gym 445 in San Francisco.

Chrisente Joaquin of Oakdale MMA def. Ivan Guerrero of Condition Competition & Kickboxing in San Jose.

Quincey Schoemann of Oakdale MMA def. Matt Lucas of Pacifi c Ring Sports in Oakland by TKO.

Laurence Ward of Fairtex Mountain View def. Robert Cornejo Condition Competition & Kickboxing in San Jose.

Andrew Moy of Gym 445 in San Francisco def. Ray Hov of LA Boxing/Maesh in San Leandro by TKO.

Jeremy Leslie of the Academy of Self Defense in Santa Clara def. Vincent Urruty of Freestyle Submission Academy in Millbrae.

Soni Tuungasasi of Cesar Gracie’s Team Black def. Matt King of Elite Self-Defense Academy in Livermore.

Amber Goodwin of American Kickboxing Academy def. Liezel Warford of Unlimited MMA in Milpitas.

Podar Duarte the Academy of Self Defense in Santa Clara def. Daniel Marchbanks of North Bay Martial Arts in Santa Rosa.

Brooks Hurd of Combat Sports Academy in Dublin, California def. Philip Jucaban of Freestyle Submission Academy in Millbrae.

Christie Cheekets of North Bay Martial Arts in Santa Rosa def. Jennifer Faust of Pacifi c Ring Sports in Oakland.  
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Rory Kennedy of Team Phady Canada, left,
leans into a left kick, pushing back the heavier Ron Mitchell

of Son of Siam en route to a unanimous decision victory
and the WMA Cruiserweight Championship.

The Midwestern United 
States breeds tough guys.  
Home to steel plants, coal 

mines and acres of sprawling 
farmland, Midwesterners don’t 
get a sugar-coated version of life.  
They learn at a young age that hard 
work trumps anything else.  These 
people develop an inner grit that 
propels them to keep working, to 
keep moving forward no matter how 
bleak or diffi cult things become.

Set in the belly of the region, 
Dayton, Ohio has a reputation of its 
own:  a tough, can-do town often 
overshadowed by nearby Cincinnati 
and Columbus.  But Dayton often 
brings out the best in people and 
carries an innovative spirit in its 
veins.  The Wright Brothers, who 
invented power fl ight more than 
100 years ago, were born and 
raised in Dayton and showed their 
grit by never stopping in their quest 
to create a machine that would 
allow man to fl y.

In October, many of the Midwest’s 
top kick boxers descended upon 
the Dayton area – which has a 
population of 850,000 – for the 
Midwest Muay Thai Kickboxing 
Championships.  The event was 
presented by promoter/trainer 
Manuel Taningco and the World 
Muay Thai Kickboxing Association 
(WMA).

The 12-bout event, held at TAMA 
Family Martial Arts Center (www.
tamamartialarts.com) was a 
testimony to this Midwestern spirit, 
as the night featured a bevy of 
hard-fought matches, along with 
several memorable knock-outs.

BUCKEYES 
BATTLE AT THE BARRICADE

DAYTON, OHIO.  REPORT BY CALEB STEPHENS.
PHOTOGRAPHY BY ARLUS STEPHENS.
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Keith Frolich, left, of Sacan Martial Arts batters David Ribeiro
of Team Phady Canada with a continual barrage of high kicks
on his way to a Unanimous Decision in the fi ght of the night.

The fi ght of the night came in the second to last match as Keith Frolich from West Chester, Ohio showcased a battering left-high 
kick in his three round war with Canadian David Ribiero.  In between their back and forth knee exchanges, the taller Frolich gained 
control through combinations, often accentuated by his snapping high kick.  Ribiero utilized his compact frame and strong punches, 
though, to keep his opponent off balance and scored consistent shots.  But it was the well-rounded Frolich who ultimately won the 
three round unanimous decision.  Frolich trains at Sacan Martial Arts under Neal Real, who also trains former UFC middleweight 
champ Rich Franklin.

The fi nal bout of the night, for the World Muay Thai Kickboxing Association (WMA) Cruiserweight Title, ended with an injury.  Canadian 
Rory Kennedy of Team Phady from Canada defeated Ron Mitchell of Sacan Martial Arts in Cincinnati.

TAMA Martial Arts, run by Master Manuel Taningco, will hold its next event, a national kickboxing tournament, in April.
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Cole Spitzig of Team Phady Canada, right, fi res off a right body kick
en route to a TKO in Round 2 over Jack Telford of Cincy MMA.

1. Cole Spitzig (Team Phady in Toronto, Canada) def. Jack Telford (Cincy MMA in Cincinnati, Ohio) via TKO in Round 2 
in a bout at 140 lbs.

2. Mike McGrath (Cincy MMA in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. Sean Woodmansee (Sacan Martial Arts in Cincinnati, Ohio) via 
Unanimous Decision in a bout at 185 lbs.

3. Joe Lavery (Aaron Bowman’s school in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. Ryan Hood (Sacan Martial Arts in Cincinnati, Ohio) via 
TKO in Round 1 in a bout at 170 lbs.

4. Jacob Blais (Sacan Martial Arts in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. Tyler French (Cincy MMA in Cincinnati, Ohio) 
via Unanimous Decision in a bout at 145 lbs.

5. Ben Hannah (Cincy MMA in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. Brandon Helmig (Son of Siam in Wilder, Kentucky) 
via Unanimous Decision in a bout at 170 lbs.

6. Brian McAlister (Ohio Muay Thai – Westside in Columbus, Ohio) def. Alex Winton (from 8X8 Striking Systems in 
Columbus, Ohio) via Unanimous Decision in a bout at 170 lbs.

7. Brett Martin (Sacan Martial Arts in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. Matt Egnar (of Cincy MMA in Cincinnati, Ohio) 
via Unanimous Decision in a bout at 170 bls.

8. Leandro Banks (Yisra’El in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. Ryan Huckaby (Ohio Muay Thai – Westside in Columbus, Ohio) via  
KO in Round 1 in a bout at 140 lbs.

9. Joe Richer (Aaron Bowman’s school in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. Chris Bennett (Son of Siam in Wilder, Kentucky) via TKO 
in Round 1 in a bout at 155 lbs.

10. Matt Zilch (of Aaron Bowman’s school in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. Jason Rhodes (TAMA Family Martial Arts in Dayton, 
Ohio) via Split Decision in a bout at 140 lbs.

11. Keith Frolich (Sacan Martial Arts in Cincinnati, Ohio) def. David Ribeiro (Team Phady in Toronto, Canada) 
via Unanimous Decision in a bout at 160 lbs.

12. Rory Kennedy (Team Phady in Toronto, Canada) def. Ron Mitchell (Son of Siam in Wilder, Kentucky) 
via Unanimous Decision in bout at 215 lbs and claimed the WMA Cruiserweight title. 

Results from the Midwest Muay Thai Championships:
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Don McDaniels (Atma’sphere Entertainment) 
rolled out the red carpet in Santa Monica’s Barker 
Hangar to showcase Muay Thai in America on 

April 3, 2010.  In a town where the Carriage Trade is second 
to none, VIPs got to experience enchantment only fantasy 
can surpass.  There was a red carpeted bamboo mat at 
the VIP entrance.  It was adorned with Thai ornaments, 

plants, and sculptures.  Fragrant smoke was sensory, 
from incense mixing with the fog machines.  Sights and 
sounds of Muay Thai bounced off mounted screens the 
way a theme park conjures apparitions.  In the VIP lounge, 
complementary champagne came with the buffet on a 
Thai cuisine theme garnished with an open bar.  Before we 
even got to the fi ghts, Don made it a splendor by the sea.

Even though the fi ghts are serious business, so is 
entertainment.  Transitioning the crowd from spirited to 
sober takes some orchestration.  Exhibitions made the 
transition.  There were demonstrations with Thai pad 
work, Muay Boran (rope fi ghting) and Krabi Krabong 
(Thai weapons fi ghting).  There was also a performance 
of traditional Thai dance.  Then the national anthems of 

both the U.S. and Thailand hit the right note.  The ring card 
girls were adorned beautifully in authentic Thai costumes.  
It was a refreshing variation on the scantily clad eye 
candy in typical prize fi ghts.  The Thai Boxing Association 
Sanctioning Authority (TBA-SA) under the California State 
Athletic Commission (CSAC) ran the rest of the show.

SPLENDOR   BY  THE SEASPLENDOR   BY  THE SEASPLENDOR   BY  THE SEASPLENDOR   BY  THE SEASPLENDOR   BY  THE SEASPLENDOR   BY  THE SEASPLENDOR   BY  THE SEASPLENDOR   BY  THE SEASPLENDOR   BY  THE SEA

Don McDaniels (Atma’sphere Entertainment) 
rolled out the red carpet in Santa Monica’s Barker 
Hangar to showcase Muay Thai in America on 

April 3, 2010.  In a town where the Carriage Trade is second 
to none, VIPs got to experience enchantment only fantasy 
can surpass.  There was a red carpeted bamboo mat at 
the VIP entrance.  It was adorned with Thai ornaments, 

plants, and sculptures.  Fragrant smoke was sensory, 
from incense mixing with the fog machines.  Sights and 
sounds of Muay Thai bounced off mounted screens the 
way a theme park conjures apparitions.  In the VIP lounge, 
complementary champagne came with the buffet on a 
Thai cuisine theme garnished with an open bar.  Before we 
even got to the fi ghts, Don made it a splendor by the sea.

Don McDaniels, 3rd From Left
Even though the fi ghts are serious business, so is 
entertainment.  Transitioning the crowd from spirited to 
sober takes some orchestration.  Exhibitions made the 
transition.  There were demonstrations with Thai pad 
work, Muay Boran (rope fi ghting) and Krabi Krabong 
(Thai weapons fi ghting).  There was also a performance 
of traditional Thai dance.  Then the national anthems of 

both the U.S. and Thailand hit the right note.  The ring card 
girls were adorned beautifully in authentic Thai costumes.  
It was a refreshing variation on the scantily clad eye 
candy in typical prize fi ghts.  The Thai Boxing Association 
Sanctioning Authority (TBA-SA) under the California State 
Athletic Commission (CSAC) ran the rest of the show.

..Report by Kristina Leano with Robert S. Reiter and Breanna Armstrong....Report by Kristina Leano with Robert S. Reiter and Breanna Armstrong....Report by Kristina Leano with Robert S. Reiter and Breanna Armstrong....Report by Kristina Leano with Robert S. Reiter and Breanna Armstrong....Report by Kristina Leano with Robert S. Reiter and Breanna Armstrong....Report by Kristina Leano with Robert S. Reiter and Breanna Armstrong..
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Showcasing Muay Thai in America is sweet without any 
sugar coating.  Truth in packaging, though, comes 

with a disclaimer.  The home team was on the fi eld every 
inning but one.  Counting country cousins from the TBA 
in Michigan and Minnesota, only one outside of the family 
got to bat, except for three heavy hitters with foreign 
passports.  This is how just about everyone does Muay 
Thai in America – with a mostly local talent pool and/or 

close family ties.  Even if a local show would be broadcast 
into every home in America, the national talent pool could 
only watch from a distance.  This is fact, not opinion.  We 
can assemble talent for a show with any kind of mix, but 
America can’t come together without a national platform.  
Whether that’s opinion or inference has yet to be tested.  
In our opinion, it’s a pity more don’t get to savor shows like 
this.  Check your local listings.

If Muay Thai in America has a heart throb, it’s Malaipet.  
When Malaipet is on his game, ‘The Diamond’ can blind 

you with his brilliance.  The incumbent WBC world super 
welterweight champion has been there and done that, 

though, more than 250 times.  Motivation is a wild card 
in his deck.  He hasn’t always brought his A-game lately.  
Whether he was ill – as reported – uninspired, out of shape 
or just couldn’t get it together, this wasn’t Malaipet’s night.

FEATURED FIGHTS:

Showcasing Muay Thai in America is sweet without any 
sugar coating.  Truth in packaging, though, comes 

with a disclaimer.  The home team was on the fi eld every 
inning but one.  Counting country cousins from the TBA 
in Michigan and Minnesota, only one outside of the family 
got to bat, except for three heavy hitters with foreign 
passports.  This is how just about everyone does Muay 
Thai in America – with a mostly local talent pool and/or 

close family ties.  Even if a local show would be broadcast 
into every home in America, the national talent pool could 
only watch from a distance.  This is fact, not opinion.  We 
can assemble talent for a show with any kind of mix, but 
America can’t come together without a national platform.  
Whether that’s opinion or inference has yet to be tested.  
In our opinion, it’s a pity more don’t get to savor shows like 
this.  Check your local listings.

Christophe Pruvost, Left, Hammering the Diamond

IMTF WORLD SUPER WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:
Christophe Pruvost (SUI/JPN in Tokyo, Japan) vs.
Malaipet (Team Diamond in Upland, California).

If Muay Thai in America has a heart throb, it’s Malaipet.  
When Malaipet is on his game, ‘The Diamond’ can blind 

you with his brilliance.  The incumbent WBC world super 
welterweight champion has been there and done that, 

though, more than 250 times.  Motivation is a wild card 
in his deck.  He hasn’t always brought his A-game lately.  
Whether he was ill – as reported – uninspired, out of shape 
or just couldn’t get it together, this wasn’t Malaipet’s night.

WINNER:  Christophe Pruvost by Unanimous Decision.
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Romie Adanza (Team Oyama MMA in Irvine, California) 
is another local celebrity with both national and global 

stature, who’s been giving his fans heart palpitations, 
always leaving it all in the ring.  It might seem to Romie 
like he’s been trying to bottle lightening.  Whoever plays 
with fi re risks getting burned.

There was Paulo Da Silva from Portugal by way of 
Lumpinee Muay Thai in Sussex, England.  Romie brought 
an unblemished record into his rematch with Paulo for the 
IKKC international super bantamweight championship in 
Dennis Warner’s WCK Full Rules Muay Thai show at the 
Las Vegas Hilton on July 26, 2008.  The Great Pinoy took 
one on the chin and was counted out.  Lightening escaped 
from the bottle.  Romie got scorched.  Redemption came 
in the same ring almost a year to the day later on July 25, 
2009.  With both the WBC and IKKC international titles in 

contention, the local celebrity caught Paulo just above his 
knee while leaning the wrong way.  Lightening went back 
in the bottle.  Disabled by the low leg kick, Paulo had to 
quit.  Romie went home with two belts, where he’d come 
with none.

It doesn’t get more intense than a WBC world bantamweight 
championship at yet another of Dennis Warner’s WCK Full 
Rules Muay Thai shows, this time at Wild Bill’s Hotel and 
Casino in Primm Valley on December 5, 2009.  Kunitaka 
Fujiwara (Kobushinokai in Okayama, Japan) did the same 
as Don and conjured an entire nation in his corner.  There 
are some who speculate that we always go into battle with 
the last war on our minds.  Romie went directly to the low 
leg kick.  Kunitaka walked into a punch and went down for 
eight.  Romie was ahead by two at the fi rst bell.  He should 
have kept an eye on the bottle with lightening.

Muay ThaimesMuay ThaimesMuay Thaimes
THE MOST SUBLIME SAVAGERY IN SPORTS

www.muaythaimes.com

Romie Adanza, Right, Has Been Giving His Fans Heart Palpitations

Romie Adanza (Team Oyama MMA in Irvine, California) 
is another local celebrity with both national and global 

stature, who’s been giving his fans heart palpitations, 
always leaving it all in the ring.  It might seem to Romie 
like he’s been trying to bottle lightening.  Whoever plays 
with fi re risks getting burned.

There was Paulo Da Silva from Portugal by way of 
Lumpinee Muay Thai in Sussex, England.  Romie brought 
an unblemished record into his rematch with Paulo for the 
IKKC international super bantamweight championship in 
Dennis Warner’s WCK Full Rules Muay Thai show at the 
Las Vegas Hilton on July 26, 2008.  The Great Pinoy took 
one on the chin and was counted out.  Lightening escaped 
from the bottle.  Romie got scorched.  Redemption came 
in the same ring almost a year to the day later on July 25, 
2009.  With both the WBC and IKKC international titles in 

contention, the local celebrity caught Paulo just above his 
knee while leaning the wrong way.  Lightening went back 
in the bottle.  Disabled by the low leg kick, Paulo had to 
quit.  Romie went home with two belts, where he’d come 
with none.

It doesn’t get more intense than a WBC world bantamweight 
championship at yet another of Dennis Warner’s WCK Full 
Rules Muay Thai shows, this time at Wild Bill’s Hotel and 
Casino in Primm Valley on December 5, 2009.  Kunitaka 
Fujiwara (Kobushinokai in Okayama, Japan) did the same 
as Don and conjured an entire nation in his corner.  There 
are some who speculate that we always go into battle with 
the last war on our minds.  Romie went directly to the low 
leg kick.  Kunitaka walked into a punch and went down for 
eight.  Romie was ahead by two at the fi rst bell.  He should 
have kept an eye on the bottle with lightening.
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Romie 
Was Already Bloodied…

…When a Bulge Swelled 
Over His Left Eye
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Kunitaka Came With 
Combinations…

…And Worked It Relentlessly
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Romie was already bloodied from elbows in the second 
round, when a bulge swelled above his left eye.  The 
swelling looked to be about the size of a golf ball.  It was 
like a blood blister on the bull’s eye.  Kunitaka worked it 
relentlessly, while Romie’s corner worked just as hard 
between rounds on damage control.  Romie seemed at a 
loss to shut down Kunitaka’s elbows, which came mixed 
with boxing combinations.  A fl ying knee in the fourth round 
set up Romie for a reverse elbow.  He was bleeding bad.  
The doc took a look but let it continue.  Kunitaka went back 
to work.  Romie was like a deer in the head lights.  When 
the doc came back, lightening blew the lid off the bottle.  
Romie was fi nito at 2:45 of Round 4.

Muay Thai in America is ahead with the Great Pinoy in it.  
Whether Romie’s head was still in it, going against another 

world class talent in Andy Howson (Bad Company Gym in 
Horsforth – Leeds, England by way of Japan) was more 
meaningful than the match itself, even for a world title.  We 
defi ne Muay Thai as the science of 8 limbs:  2 fi sts + 2 
elbows + 2 knees + 2 feet = 8 limbs.  It is the head, though, 
that makes it all work.  Confi dence is an intangible.

There is never any doubt about the Romie’s heart.  He’s 
been itching for a rematch with Kunitaka.  Without looking 
past Andy, the Great Pinoy was also taking his fi rst step on 
the comeback trail.  Was he better or worse for the wear 
with Kunitaka?  Lightening isn’t supposed to strike twice, 
but it had already done so.  Would three be a charm for 
Romie?

Howson, Left, Drove a 
Teep to Romie’s Gut…

IMTF WORLD LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:
Andy Howson (Bad Company Gym in Horsforth – Leeds, England by way of Japan) 
vs. Romie Adanza (Team Oyama MMA in Irvine, California).

Romie was already bloodied from elbows in the second 
round, when a bulge swelled above his left eye.  The 
swelling looked to be about the size of a golf ball.  It was 
like a blood blister on the bull’s eye.  Kunitaka worked it 
relentlessly, while Romie’s corner worked just as hard 
between rounds on damage control.  Romie seemed at a 
loss to shut down Kunitaka’s elbows, which came mixed 
with boxing combinations.  A fl ying knee in the fourth round 
set up Romie for a reverse elbow.  He was bleeding bad.  
The doc took a look but let it continue.  Kunitaka went back 
to work.  Romie was like a deer in the head lights.  When 
the doc came back, lightening blew the lid off the bottle.  
Romie was fi nito at 2:45 of Round 4.

Muay Thai in America is ahead with the Great Pinoy in it.  
Whether Romie’s head was still in it, going against another 

world class talent in Andy Howson (Bad Company Gym in 
Horsforth – Leeds, England by way of Japan) was more 
meaningful than the match itself, even for a world title.  We 
defi ne Muay Thai as the science of 8 limbs:  2 fi sts + 2 
elbows + 2 knees + 2 feet = 8 limbs.  It is the head, though, 
that makes it all work.  Confi dence is an intangible.

There is never any doubt about the Romie’s heart.  He’s 
been itching for a rematch with Kunitaka.  Without looking 
past Andy, the Great Pinoy was also taking his fi rst step on 
the comeback trail.  Was he better or worse for the wear 
with Kunitaka?  Lightening isn’t supposed to strike twice, 
but it had already done so.  Would three be a charm for 
Romie?

While Romie and Andy did their Wai Kru, the crowd 
in the stands was roaring.  They were chanting and 

stomping their feet.  The noise was deafening.  It shot the 
anticipation level through the roof.

The fi rst round started with both fi ghters feeling out each 
other’s moves.  Howson drove a teep to Romie’s gut.  
Adanza countered with leg kicks and teeps to Andy’s thigh.  
Howson made contact on  a rib kick.  Adanza answered with 
an inside stinger to Andy’s back leg.  Adanza combined an 
uppercut with an outside leg kick.  Howson countered with 
an elbow to the top of Romie’s head.  The crowd erupted at 
the bell.  Foot stomping amplifi ed the crescendo of noise.

Howson pressed the pace throughout the second round.  
Whenever he landed a kick, Adanza answered with low 
kicks to the outside and inside of Andy’s thighs.  The 
percussion of their kicks, each slapping the other’s legs 
and ribs, sounded over the live Thai instrumental music.  
They exchanged knees and elbows in the clinch.  As 
Howson came forward, Adanza teeped Andy’s 
front leg.  It knocked him off balance.  Each 
combination brought knee and kick counters 
from both fi ghters.  Howson did knees in 
transition to elbows.  Adanza did fake kick 

counters, then sweept Howson’s own kicks aside.

Both fi ghters attacked with expert precision to start the 
third round.  In the clinch, they kneed each other and 
grappled to a stalemate.  Howson unleashed body hooks 
going to elbows.  Adanza went outside and inside on leg 
kicks.  Howson kicked Adanza’s ribs.  Adanza let nothing 
go unanswered.  Howson did a walking jump knee.  It 
stunned Adanza momentarily.  He came back, though, and 
pinned Howson against the ropes.  They brought it back 
to the clinch in the middle of the ring.  Howson delivered 
more knees and rib kicks.  It was nonstop action, until the 
bell rang to give them a break between rounds.

The fourth round was just as fl uid.  Both fi ghters came out 
swinging and kicking with bad intentions.  Adanza picked 
up the pace.  He pulled the trigger even faster and did even 
more knees than earlier.  Howson worked the grapple and 

knee in the clinch.  Adanza answered with elbows and 
leg kicks.  For every rib kick that Howson connected, 

Adanza countered with a swift inside stinger to 
the back of Andy’s thigh.  The exchanges were 

mesmerizing.

While Romie and Andy did their Wai Kru, the crowd 
in the stands was roaring.  They were chanting and 

stomping their feet.  The noise was deafening.  It shot the 
anticipation level through the roof.

The fi rst round started with both fi ghters feeling out each 
other’s moves.  Howson drove a teep to Romie’s gut.  
Adanza countered with leg kicks and teeps to Andy’s thigh.  
Howson made contact on  a rib kick.  Adanza answered with 
an inside stinger to Andy’s back leg.  Adanza combined an 
uppercut with an outside leg kick.  Howson countered with 
an elbow to the top of Romie’s head.  The crowd erupted at 
the bell.  Foot stomping amplifi ed the crescendo of noise.

Howson pressed the pace throughout the second round.  
Whenever he landed a kick, Adanza answered with low 
kicks to the outside and inside of Andy’s thighs.  The 
percussion of their kicks, each slapping the other’s legs 
and ribs, sounded over the live Thai instrumental music.  
They exchanged knees and elbows in the clinch.  As 
Howson came forward, Adanza teeped Andy’s 
front leg.  It knocked him off balance.  Each 
combination brought knee and kick counters 
from both fi ghters.  Howson did knees in 
transition to elbows.  Adanza did fake kick 

counters, then sweept Howson’s own kicks aside.

Both fi ghters attacked with expert precision to start the 
third round.  In the clinch, they kneed each other and 
grappled to a stalemate.  Howson unleashed body hooks 
going to elbows.  Adanza went outside and inside on leg 
kicks.  Howson kicked Adanza’s ribs.  Adanza let nothing 
go unanswered.  Howson did a walking jump knee.  It 
stunned Adanza momentarily.  He came back, though, and 
pinned Howson against the ropes.  They brought it back 
to the clinch in the middle of the ring.  Howson delivered 
more knees and rib kicks.  It was nonstop action, until the 
bell rang to give them a break between rounds.

The fourth round was just as fl uid.  Both fi ghters came out 
swinging and kicking with bad intentions.  Adanza picked 
up the pace.  He pulled the trigger even faster and did even 
more knees than earlier.  Howson worked the grapple and 

knee in the clinch.  Adanza answered with elbows and 
leg kicks.  For every rib kick that Howson connected, 

Adanza countered with a swift inside stinger to 
the back of Andy’s thigh.  The exchanges were 

mesmerizing.
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Howson, Left, Drove a 
Teep to Romie’s Gut…

…Adanza Let Nothing Go Unanswered
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Adanza’s Head Was Still In It
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The crowd was on its feet at the beginning of the fi nal 
round.  Adanza and Howson locked in a clinch.  They 
exchanged knees seemingly in the blink of an eye.  
Adanza’s uppercut caught Howson off guard a couple of 
times.  Howson countered with body kicks.  Their stamina 
was surreal.  Adanza’s uppercuts rocked Howson’s head 

back and forth.  Howson unloaded more leg kicks.  Adanza 
came back with head kicks and jabs.  They exchanged kick 
for kick, uppercut for uppercut, right up until the fi nal bell.  
Finishing with a fl ourish, Andy and Romie paid respect to 
each other.  They touched gloves, bowed and hugged, 
awaiting the decision.

There is no gender gap in fashion, if the wardrobe 
accessory in contention is a championship belt.  

Demand is most ferocious, when only one can get the prize.  
These ladies both got the message.  They came on strong 
with fi erce punches and leg kicks.  They also had a couple 
of clinch moments.  Parr seemed to stagger Nakamoto, 
jabbing on the break.  Going back to the clinch, they both 
unloaded knees and elbows, until the ref reset them.  Parr 
did a head kick.  Nakamoto countered with a fl ying knee.  It 

drove Parr into the ropes.  Trapping Nakamoto’s teep, Parr 
knocked Miriam off her balance.

The second round saw a lot of exchanging in the clinch.  
Nakomoto twisted Parr’s arm in the grapple, then came 
with elbows.  Parr answered with her own spinning elbow.  
Parr did a kick-punch combination.  Nakamoto countered 
with powerful jabs that rocked Parr’s head back.

The crowd was on its feet at the beginning of the fi nal 
round.  Adanza and Howson locked in a clinch.  They 
exchanged knees seemingly in the blink of an eye.  
Adanza’s uppercut caught Howson off guard a couple of 
times.  Howson countered with body kicks.  Their stamina 
was surreal.  Adanza’s uppercuts rocked Howson’s head 

back and forth.  Howson unloaded more leg kicks.  Adanza 
came back with head kicks and jabs.  They exchanged kick 
for kick, uppercut for uppercut, right up until the fi nal bell.  
Finishing with a fl ourish, Andy and Romie paid respect to 
each other.  They touched gloves, bowed and hugged, 
awaiting the decision.

WINNER:  Romie Adanza by Split Decision.

There Is No Gender Gap With a
Championship Belt in Contention.

Miriam Nakomoto, Left.

IMTF WORLD LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP (WOMEN):
Miriam Nakomoto (Combat Sports Academy in Dublin, California) 
vs. Angie Parr (Boonchu Gym in Burleigh Heads – Queensland, Australia).

There is no gender gap in fashion, if the wardrobe 
accessory in contention is a championship belt.  

Demand is most ferocious, when only one can get the prize.  
These ladies both got the message.  They came on strong 
with fi erce punches and leg kicks.  They also had a couple 
of clinch moments.  Parr seemed to stagger Nakamoto, 
jabbing on the break.  Going back to the clinch, they both 
unloaded knees and elbows, until the ref reset them.  Parr 
did a head kick.  Nakamoto countered with a fl ying knee.  It 

drove Parr into the ropes.  Trapping Nakamoto’s teep, Parr 
knocked Miriam off her balance.

The second round saw a lot of exchanging in the clinch.  
Nakomoto twisted Parr’s arm in the grapple, then came 
with elbows.  Parr answered with her own spinning elbow.  
Parr did a kick-punch combination.  Nakamoto countered 
with powerful jabs that rocked Parr’s head back.
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Nakamoto and Parr both got tangled during the third round.  
They tripped over the ref’s feet and toppled to the canvas.  
Nakamoto tried a jump elbow to the face.  It got them both 
tangled against the ropes.  Nakamoto was the aggressor.  
Parr blocked and countered.

Both fi ghters went full speed into the fourth round.  They 
kneed and elbowed each other in the clinch, until the ref 
broke it up.  Some of Nakamoto’s side knees put a hurt 
on Parr during the next clinch.  Parr’s counter was to 
teep defensively.  As Nakamoto got Parr in another clinch 
and kneed her, the Aussie spun around to escape.  They 
exchanged kicks.  Nakamoto got Parr in the clinch again.  
There was a knee exchange.  Nakamoto connected with a 
succession of elbows, including two jump elbows to Parr’s 
face, ending the round.

Saving the best for last, both ladies came out fl ying with 
head kicks and crazy clinches.  Nakamoto landed elbows, 
whenever she got close to Parr.  Parr threw a reverse back 
kick.  It caught Nakamoto square in the stomach and gave 
her pause but only momentarily.  Then they got right back 
into fi erce combination exchanges.  Nakamoto launched 
into a jump knee, while Parr was against the ropes.  Parr 
faltered.  Nakamoto brought more knees, transitioning to a 
jump elbow on top of Parr’s head.  Nakamoto then teeped 
Parr, following with elbows and jabs to the face.  As Parr 
tried to teep defensively against the ropes, Nakamoto 
came fl ying at her with more jabs and elbows.  Nakamoto 
continued her relentless attack, while Parr teeped her over 
and over again in the stomach.  Whether there was any 
uncertainty between them, awaiting the decision, both 
contenders were poised as they exchanged talk about the 
match.  Mutual respect and sportsmanship revealed them 
both to be consummate professionals.

Nakamoto and Parr both got tangled during the third round.  
They tripped over the ref’s feet and toppled to the canvas.  
Nakamoto tried a jump elbow to the face.  It got them both 
tangled against the ropes.  Nakamoto was the aggressor.  
Parr blocked and countered.

Both fi ghters went full speed into the fourth round.  They 
kneed and elbowed each other in the clinch, until the ref 
broke it up.  Some of Nakamoto’s side knees put a hurt 
on Parr during the next clinch.  Parr’s counter was to 
teep defensively.  As Nakamoto got Parr in another clinch 
and kneed her, the Aussie spun around to escape.  They 
exchanged kicks.  Nakamoto got Parr in the clinch again.  
There was a knee exchange.  Nakamoto connected with a 
succession of elbows, including two jump elbows to Parr’s 
face, ending the round.

Saving the best for last, both ladies came out fl ying with 
head kicks and crazy clinches.  Nakamoto landed elbows, 
whenever she got close to Parr.  Parr threw a reverse back 
kick.  It caught Nakamoto square in the stomach and gave 
her pause but only momentarily.  Then they got right back 
into fi erce combination exchanges.  Nakamoto launched 
into a jump knee, while Parr was against the ropes.  Parr 
faltered.  Nakamoto brought more knees, transitioning to a 
jump elbow on top of Parr’s head.  Nakamoto then teeped 
Parr, following with elbows and jabs to the face.  As Parr 
tried to teep defensively against the ropes, Nakamoto 
came fl ying at her with more jabs and elbows.  Nakamoto 
continued her relentless attack, while Parr teeped her over 
and over again in the stomach.  Whether there was any 
uncertainty between them, awaiting the decision, both 
contenders were poised as they exchanged talk about the 
match.  Mutual respect and sportsmanship revealed them 
both to be consummate professionals.

WINNER:  Miriam Nakomoto by Unanimous Decision.

Neungsiam Samphusri, Right, Lumpinee Pedigree
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Standards in Thailand are more rigorous than here from 
training to competition to match making.  Whether 

or not the program would work for us, a Lumpinee title 

is pedigree even when the subsequent stakes are less 
exalted.  If you’ve got to book travel for the West Coast to 
get a taste, it’s worth the trip.

Odds play favorites.  It is the nature of the beast.  They’re 
going to be short on anyone like Nat McIntyre (Minnesota 
Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center) doing stand-up 
vs. a former Lumpinee champion in Neungsiam ‘Smart’ 
Samphusri (THA in San Francisco, California).  Beating 
the odds is rare.  Samphusri proved why.  Odds makers 
know what comes with a Lumpinee pedigree.  Samphusri 
brought the weapons.  He deployed the tactics.  So did 
McIntyre, for that matter, but Samphusri ruled the ring.  
What McIntyre brought, Samphusri handled.  What 
Samphusri brought, best case scenario, was a learning 
experience for McIntyre.

‘Self Defense’ is one key word to Google for a place to 
train Muay Thai.  It might be wishful thinking for most of us 
to identify with Neungsiam Samphusri.  McIntyre’s defense 
survived a worst nightmare, though, that would be even 
more unrealistic for most of us.  Whether consolation is 
enough for a prize fi ghter like Nat McIntyre for such an 
experience, there ought to be some recognition of superb 
defense.

Most of us will lose more than we win in life.  McIntyre did 
it with grace and honor.  The fi ghts showcase talent.  But 
they wouldn’t be fi ghts without courage.  Who pays to see 
a sparring session?

Standards in Thailand are more rigorous than here from 
training to competition to match making.  Whether 

or not the program would work for us, a Lumpinee title 

is pedigree even when the subsequent stakes are less 
exalted.  If you’ve got to book travel for the West Coast to 
get a taste, it’s worth the trip.

LIGHTWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS, FULL RULES MUAY THAI, 5 x 3:  
Neungsiam ‘Smart’ Samphusri (THA in San Francisco, California) vs. 
Nat McIntyre (Minnesota Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center):

Odds play favorites.  It is the nature of the beast.  They’re 
going to be short on anyone like Nat McIntyre (Minnesota 
Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center) doing stand-up 
vs. a former Lumpinee champion in Neungsiam ‘Smart’ 
Samphusri (THA in San Francisco, California).  Beating 
the odds is rare.  Samphusri proved why.  Odds makers 
know what comes with a Lumpinee pedigree.  Samphusri 
brought the weapons.  He deployed the tactics.  So did 
McIntyre, for that matter, but Samphusri ruled the ring.  
What McIntyre brought, Samphusri handled.  What 
Samphusri brought, best case scenario, was a learning 
experience for McIntyre.

‘Self Defense’ is one key word to Google for a place to 
train Muay Thai.  It might be wishful thinking for most of us 
to identify with Neungsiam Samphusri.  McIntyre’s defense 
survived a worst nightmare, though, that would be even 
more unrealistic for most of us.  Whether consolation is 
enough for a prize fi ghter like Nat McIntyre for such an 
experience, there ought to be some recognition of superb 
defense.

Most of us will lose more than we win in life.  McIntyre did 
it with grace and honor.  The fi ghts showcase talent.  But 
they wouldn’t be fi ghts without courage.  Who pays to see 
a sparring session?

WINNER:  Neungsiam Samphursi by Unanimous Decision.

Andy Kapel, Right.  His Balance Sheet Was Toxic After 2 Rounds.
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Upset of the night went to light heavyweight Andy Kapel 
(Minnesota Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center).  

Andy’s balance sheet looked so toxic, after the fi rst two 
rounds, that Goldman Sachs might actually have gone 
public shorting him out.  Although Muay Thai’s signatures 
are knees and elbows to the head, along with the popularity 
of going airborne, Old School in Thailand put the emphasis 
on disabling kicks to the lower extremities.  These restored 

enough liquidity to Andy’s balance sheet for a hostile take-
over of Danny Davis (Fasi Sports in Las Vegas) by TKO 
at 2:48 in Round 3.  Kenny Finister (Adrenaline Combat 
Sports and Fitness in Temecula, California) also went to 
the lower extremities, as well as the torso, on Joe Davidson 
(Dobler’s Double Dose in Fontana, California) pretty much 
from start to fi nish for a KO at 2:33 in Round 2.

The outcome we witness in any show is specifi c to 
a match.  One fi ghter takes another’s measure, 

unless they draw.  Most memorable are the even 
matches between two that become a series, like Romie 
Adanza vs. Paulo Da Silva.  Some series have been so 
dramatic that they can virtually defi ne an entire career in 
the ring, like Sugar Ray Robinson vs. Jake ‘The Raging 
Bull’ Lamotta.

We had a case in point here with Ben Yelle (Warrior’s 
Martial Arts Alliance in Walled Lake, Michigan).  Ben 

overwhelmed Raymond Cole (Khanomtom in Tampa, 
Florida by way of Fairtex) for a KO at 0:33 in Round 3.  It 
was specifi c to the match.  In another match at Church 
Street Boxing Gym’s Friday Night Fight Series in New 
York City, Ben’s measure had been taken by Joe Sampieri 
(Rhenzo Gracie Academy in New York City), who won a 
Unanimous Decision on May 8, 2009.  Only two weeks 
after his triumph in Santa Monica, Ben would lose to 
Eddie Martinez (Five Points Fitness Academy in New 
York City) at the Take-On Productions show in Gotham 
on April 17, 2010.

RANKING THE CONTENDERS:

Upset of the night went to light heavyweight Andy Kapel 
(Minnesota Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center).  

Andy’s balance sheet looked so toxic, after the fi rst two 
rounds, that Goldman Sachs might actually have gone 
public shorting him out.  Although Muay Thai’s signatures 
are knees and elbows to the head, along with the popularity 
of going airborne, Old School in Thailand put the emphasis 
on disabling kicks to the lower extremities.  These restored 

enough liquidity to Andy’s balance sheet for a hostile take-
over of Danny Davis (Fasi Sports in Las Vegas) by TKO 
at 2:48 in Round 3.  Kenny Finister (Adrenaline Combat 
Sports and Fitness in Temecula, California) also went to 
the lower extremities, as well as the torso, on Joe Davidson 
(Dobler’s Double Dose in Fontana, California) pretty much 
from start to fi nish for a KO at 2:33 in Round 2.

Andy Kapel, Left, in Hostile
Take Over of Danny Davis

The outcome we witness in any show is specifi c to 
a match.  One fi ghter takes another’s measure, 

unless they draw.  Most memorable are the even 
matches between two that become a series, like Romie 
Adanza vs. Paulo Da Silva.  Some series have been so 
dramatic that they can virtually defi ne an entire career in 
the ring, like Sugar Ray Robinson vs. Jake ‘The Raging 
Bull’ Lamotta.

We had a case in point here with Ben Yelle (Warrior’s 
Martial Arts Alliance in Walled Lake, Michigan).  Ben 

overwhelmed Raymond Cole (Khanomtom in Tampa, 
Florida by way of Fairtex) for a KO at 0:33 in Round 3.  It 
was specifi c to the match.  In another match at Church 
Street Boxing Gym’s Friday Night Fight Series in New 
York City, Ben’s measure had been taken by Joe Sampieri 
(Rhenzo Gracie Academy in New York City), who won a 
Unanimous Decision on May 8, 2009.  Only two weeks 
after his triumph in Santa Monica, Ben would lose to 
Eddie Martinez (Five Points Fitness Academy in New 
York City) at the Take-On Productions show in Gotham 
on April 17, 2010.
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The dose of reality we witness in the fi ghts can be 
illusory without a frame of reference.  Sooner or later, 

most fi ghters will meet their match.  It is only with those 
like Romie, who consistently test themselves against 
championship caliber competition, where we the audience 
can really take our own measure of the talent.

Let the buyer beware.  Not every match maker puts 
championship caliber talent in the ring for titles.  Remember 

Muhammad Ali’s ‘Bum of the Month Club’?  Money talks.  
It is only human nature to protect a goose that lays golden 
eggs.  Before we blame the match maker, though, let’s 
remember who decides which match to take.  Let’s 
remember, also, there is nothing exempting any of us from 
due diligence or making us buy products that we ought to 
know are adulterated.  If any of this is news to you, maybe 
the media ain’t all bad.

IMTF WORLD SUPER WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:  Christophe Pruvost (SUI/JPN in Tokyo, Japan) def. 
Malaipet (Team Diamond in Upland, California) by Unanimous Decision.

IMTF WORLD LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:  Romie Adanza (Team Oyama MMA in Irvine, California) def. 
Andrew Howson (Bad Company Gym in Horsforth – Leeds, England by way of Japan) by Split Decision.

IMTF WORLD LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP (WOMEN):  Miriam Nakamoto (Combat Sports Academy in Dublin, 
California) def. Angela Parr (Boonchu Gym in Burleigh Heads – Queensland, Australia) by Unanimous Decision.

LIGHTWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS:  Neungsiam Samphusri (THA in San Francisco) def. Nat McIntyre (Minnesota 
Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center) by Unanimous Decision.

WELTERWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS:  Benjamin Yelle (Warrior’s Way Martial Arts Alliance in Walled Lake, 
Michigan) def. Raymond Cole (Khanomtom inTampa, Florida) by KO at 0:33 in Round 3.

MIDDLEWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS:  Kenney Finister (Adrenaline CSF in Temecula, California) def. Joe Davidson 
(Dobler’s Double Dose in Fontana, California) by KO at 2:33 in Round 2.

LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS:  Andy Kapel (Minnesota Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center) def. 
Danny ‘Dee 1’ Davis Jr. (Fasi Sports in Las Vegas) by TKO at 2:48 of Round 3.

LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT AMATEURS:  Jorge Perez (Dobler’s Double Dose in Fontana, California) def. Glen Spencer 
(Sityodtong in Pasadena, California) by Unanimous Decision.

The typical show skews towards local amateurs.  It 
ought to be transparent why.  Amateurs don’t get 

paid.  Locals sell tickets.  The cost/benefi t tradeoff would 
only tilt, if tv ratings bring a wider more remote audience 
into the mix.  We’re unlikely to get there, though, following 
the herd.

This show lived up to its billing, with only one amateur 
match.  While it was typically skewed to locals and close 
family ties, Don went out of pocket seven times for full 
rules Muay Thai, 5 x 3.  If it takes a newbie to break the 
vicious circle, “as ye sow so shall ye reap”.  Whether this is 
fact or opinion, it is the wisdom of the ages.  

RESULTS IN FULL:

POLLING THE JURY:

The dose of reality we witness in the fi ghts can be 
illusory without a frame of reference.  Sooner or later, 

most fi ghters will meet their match.  It is only with those 
like Romie, who consistently test themselves against 
championship caliber competition, where we the audience 
can really take our own measure of the talent.

Let the buyer beware.  Not every match maker puts 
championship caliber talent in the ring for titles.  Remember 

Muhammad Ali’s ‘Bum of the Month Club’?  Money talks.  
It is only human nature to protect a goose that lays golden 
eggs.  Before we blame the match maker, though, let’s 
remember who decides which match to take.  Let’s 
remember, also, there is nothing exempting any of us from 
due diligence or making us buy products that we ought to 
know are adulterated.  If any of this is news to you, maybe 
the media ain’t all bad.

IMTF WORLD SUPER WELTERWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:  Christophe Pruvost (SUI/JPN in Tokyo, Japan) def. 
Malaipet (Team Diamond in Upland, California) by Unanimous Decision.

IMTF WORLD LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP:  Romie Adanza (Team Oyama MMA in Irvine, California) def. 
Andrew Howson (Bad Company Gym in Horsforth – Leeds, England by way of Japan) by Split Decision.

IMTF WORLD LIGHTWEIGHT CHAMPIONSHIP (WOMEN):  Miriam Nakamoto (Combat Sports Academy in Dublin, 
California) def. Angela Parr (Boonchu Gym in Burleigh Heads – Queensland, Australia) by Unanimous Decision.

LIGHTWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS:  Neungsiam Samphusri (THA in San Francisco) def. Nat McIntyre (Minnesota 
Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center) by Unanimous Decision.

WELTERWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS:  Benjamin Yelle (Warrior’s Way Martial Arts Alliance in Walled Lake, 
Michigan) def. Raymond Cole (Khanomtom inTampa, Florida) by KO at 0:33 in Round 3.

MIDDLEWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS:  Kenney Finister (Adrenaline CSF in Temecula, California) def. Joe Davidson 
(Dobler’s Double Dose in Fontana, California) by KO at 2:33 in Round 2.

LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT PROFESSIONALS:  Andy Kapel (Minnesota Mixed Martial Arts in Brooklyn Center) def. 
Danny ‘Dee 1’ Davis Jr. (Fasi Sports in Las Vegas) by TKO at 2:48 of Round 3.

LIGHT HEAVYWEIGHT AMATEURS:  Jorge Perez (Dobler’s Double Dose in Fontana, California) def. Glen Spencer 
(Sityodtong in Pasadena, California) by Unanimous Decision.

The typical show skews towards local amateurs.  It 
ought to be transparent why.  Amateurs don’t get 

paid.  Locals sell tickets.  The cost/benefi t tradeoff would 
only tilt, if tv ratings bring a wider more remote audience 
into the mix.  We’re unlikely to get there, though, following 
the herd.

This show lived up to its billing, with only one amateur 
match.  While it was typically skewed to locals and close 
family ties, Don went out of pocket seven times for full 
rules Muay Thai, 5 x 3.  If it takes a newbie to break the 
vicious circle, “as ye sow so shall ye reap”.  Whether this is 
fact or opinion, it is the wisdom of the ages.  
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Muay Thai in America
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Age, gender and skin tone are 
universal in portrait painting.  

They are also superfi cial.  Beyond a 
caricature, what insight do we get from 
a canvas that only meets the eye?  
The rich texture of portrait is nuance, 
depicting the kind of depth we know 
in life.  Features only suggest what is 
really below the surface.

Ask Paulo Tocha’s identity.  He’ll tell 
you “Portuguese-Italian”.  Ethnicity is 
a legacy that shapes our identities – 
depending upon circumstances.  Five 
hundred years is a pretty long stretch 
for an ethnicity like Paulo’s to remain 
intact on foreign soil.  It was the legacy 
of European settlement in Mozambique 
that remained intact for fi ve hundred 
years.  In Paulo’s words “we were pro-
independent Mozambique, but free 
and democratic, something that does 
not happen much in Africa.  We were 
Portuguese born in Africa with Africa as 
our Motherland.”  His story begins with 
the legacy’s demise.

History conspired to make refugees 
of Mozambique’s ethnic Europeans.  
Smelling blood in the water, the Soviets 
put Cuban boots on the ground.  There 
was a Marxist insurgency.  Paulo recalls 
“we all believed in a free,

Paulo Tocha

independent and democratic Mozambique, not a Communist state 
or future colony for the Soviets and Chinese Marxists, who stole 
all of our natural resources for their own benefi ts.”  Mozambique’s 
ethnic Europeans escaped to South Africa.  Sitting on a racial 
powder keg of their own, Afrikaäners mobilized to keep the trouble 
in Mozambique from blowing the lid off Apartheid.  As Paulo tells it 
“because of the war, we became refugees and later South Africans, 
as they integrated us into their world.”
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‘Sharp’
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Paulo Tocha inhaled trouble like 
the canary in a coal mine.  It 

was a combustible mixture for Paulo, 
with an itch to fi ght on the hunt for a 
pretext.  Paulo recalls “because of all 
this, I lost my youth.  Soon enough 
I was in one of the most powerful 
gangs in Johannesburg, if not South 
Africa.  We grow up hard there.  We 
fi ght in the street to stay alive.  Not 
just fi st fi ghts.  It’s life and death for 
real.  We were immigrants.  I got tired 
of being picked on by South Africans, 
who were very racist in those days.  
So we fought back hard.  Suddenly 
we were young adults with a lot of 
power.  We became organized.  I 
made a big name for myself – putting 
in work, fearless, taking care of 
business.  Soon I was very well known 
and respected, which developed into 
a million problems and charges.  I 
was very active.  I’m not ashamed 
of nothing what happened.  As far 
as I’m concerned we were at war – 
gang wars.  Those involved were all 
just as guilty as me.  Deep inside we, 
or most of us, know right from wrong.  
Life is about choices.  I made them.”

Stories like his are apt to end in jail, 
the morgue or sleeping with the 
fi shes.  There was an intervention.  
Paulo’s orbit came into contact with 
a South African boxing icon.  Willie 
Toweel’s bronze boxing medal made 
Olympic history at Helsinki in 1952.

Ruling the South African ring, 
Toweel later came within a draw of 
taking the world bantamweight title 
from incumbent French champion 
Robert Cohen in Johannesburg on 
September 3, 1955.  On his way to a 
career record of 46-2-2 with 23 ko’s, 
Willie Toweel occupied and defended 
the British Empire Lightweight throne.  
He was the fi rst South African ever 
to fi ght in Madison Square Garden, 
where Willie fi nally hung up the 
gloves after going up to welterweight 
against future hall of famer Emile 
Griffi th on October 22, 1960.

Paulo picks up the story.  “Mr. William 
Toweel, made us an offer.  ‘Instead 
of killing each other, why don’t you 
come and try being a pro boxer?  
See what kind of fi ghter you really 
are.’  And so I did.  I joined his team 
and my life started to change.  I was 
amongst the best and biggest names 
in boxing.  Wow!  What a dream!  I 
learned a lot.”  Paulo’s prospects 
went from desperation to inspiration.

Coming of age, Paulo was looking 
at compulsory military service in 

South Africa.  It would have meant 
going back to his native Mozambique 
in a foreign uniform, alongside 
soldiers of fortune, to battle Cubans 
and Marxist insurgents under Soviet 
sponsorship.  It’s what the family 
escaped Mozambique to get away 
from.  Paulo puts it like this:
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“The South African army wanted us to work with them, 
because of the border wars with Mozambique and 
Angola.  They needed us for translations and special 
operations.  I was called in, but I refused.  My war was 
not with them.  At the time, we had real wars going on 
in the streets of Joburg with serious casualties.  For 
me, that was hard enough to stay alive.  My Mom told 
me ‘Apartheid is wrong.  This is not your war, fi ght for 
yourself’.  Soon enough I had to leave South Africa for 

good, because I refused to do military service.  It goes on 
and on.  Soldiers go in for 2 years and then war camps, 
military service for three months every year until the age 
of 50.  I said ‘no way.  I have a life to live.’  I made my 
choices.”  Paulo had a different kind of fi ghting in mind.  
He went instead to Hong Kong.  Paulo looks back today 
and says “it was all of these experiences that prepared 
me for Muay Thai.  I needed something real, to the point, 
effective.”

East met West in Hong Kong.  Willie Toweel’s protégé 
brought his boxing gloves and joined Futak Gym.  

Paulo hit the Muay Thai circuit as an amateur, through 
the Hong Kong Free Fighting Association, turning pro 
in 1985.  He won the Asia Open on October the 31st, 
becoming the fi rst Westerner to do full rules Muay 

Thai and win in the People’s Republic of China since 
the Communist take-over in 1947.  Canton National 
People’s Stadium was sold out.  Live tv coverage was 
broadcast nationwide.  There were over a billion viewers 
throughout China and Asia.
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Paulo was so nervous before the match that he couldn’t fi nd 
his boxing shorts and had to borrow the sweat soaked pair 
from a team mate.  He got the decision over Thai national 
Nikoh Surin, though, in a three round welterweight match.  
He also got an invitation from the legendary master trainer 
“Peng” Sor.thanikul to live, train and fi ght in Bangkok, 
Thailand.  Fate and fortune conspired to claim Paulo 
Tocha for Muay Thai.  The spirit moved him to Bangkok.

A rich texture in Paulo’s own self-portrait comes from his 
Sor.thanikul experience.  Natives had a good 10-15 

year head start going barefoot for conditioning.  Conditions 
were austere to the point of harsh.

“In those days Muay Thai was very hard.  Different from 
now.  You couldn’t give up.  If you did, they’d kick you out.  
No foreigners were welcome or allowed, because they 
were not loyal to the gym and masters.  My feet were full 
of blisters, bruised, full of puss and sores.  When I fi nally 
complained to the Master, he said ‘why don’t you put your 
sneakers on?’ and laughed.  ‘Sabai, sabai, relax, enjoy Thai 
Boxing, Sabai’ he said.”  End of problem.  Humble though 
this fragment of Paulo’s story is, its humility authenticates 
the crucible of a transformative experience.  He tells us 
today “Muay Thai helped me mature.  It saved my life.”

Paulo Tocha was nick named “Sharp”.  He got the nod to wear 
Sorthanikul colors on the professional Muay Thai circuit in 
Bangkok.  It was a singular honor for the only farang [a/k/a 
foreigner] at that time to represent the legendary “Factory 
of Champions”.  The Sothanikul Camp had produced 17 
Bangkok, Lumpinee and Rajademneum champs along 
with about 50 world title holders between Muay Thai and 
boxing.  Paulo also got authorization from his patron to 
teach and spread the practice of Muay Thai wherever he 
traveled.  If Muay Thai is on the map of England, so is the 
Sor.thanikul Camp.  He would eventually add the Sitpoleck 
Camp in Pattaya, Thailand to his diplomatic portfolio.

Paulo capped his Premier League exploits with a win 
in 1987 over Y-Etseke at 150 lbs.  He fought the Asian 

champion to a draw a year later in the Hong Kong 
International at 155 lbs.  It was Paulo who hung up his 
gloves at the 2001 New Year’s celebration or Yarolat in 
Bangkok, a Rajadmneum Stadium show sponsored by 
Red Bull and televised nationwide on a national public 
holiday, featuring Thailand’s best against the world.  He 
lost to 8th ranked contender Waroinotnoi Majestic.  “I went 
back to fi ght for my 40th birthday and later retired.  I fought 
a top fi ghter, Issan champion, 22 years old and Raja top 
ten.  I never fought easy fi ghts.  The test was about me, 
for me, to know where I stand.  I hate it when foreigners 
go over, pay a Thai to lose, stay a week or two in Thailand 
and come home to boast they beat a Thai.  Bangkok 
fi ghters are the best.”  Sugar coating the bitter pill, Paulo 
was asked to continue representing Sor.thanikul Camp in 
Bangkok as its offi cial representative in the U.S.A.
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“Turan won by KO at Songchai 
show today in Bangkok!!!”Contemporaries remember Paulo Tocha with a 

camera.  He introduced audiences around the 
world to Muay Thai in 1988, co-starring as Paco with 
Jean Claude Van Damme in the blockbuster fi lm 
Bloodsport.  He’d gotten his start in the movies as a 
stunt man.  Jackie Chan was fi lming The Protector in 
Hong Kong.  Paulo was in the right place at the right 
time.  Making the full circuit, he was then cast in Jet 
Li’s Born to Defend.  An epic action fl ick, it took a year 
to fi lm on location in China and is part of the Quentin 
Tarantino collection on Showtime.  Paulo makes his 
home now in Hollywood, where he is still gainfully 
employed in fi lm making.  He must be doing something 
right, judging from this fi eld dispatch:  “I am very proud 
to have now worked as an actor with seven directors 
who are Oscar winners.  I just fi nished with Oscar 

winning director and producer Michael Mann a new 
commercial ATT movie, www.onestepaheadmovie.
com.  My last show was for Oscar winning director 
Bennett Miller, where I played a photographer for the 
new Nikon camera campaign.  I was also the face 
of Cingular phones for two years as the ‘Chef’ in its 
national tv campaign.  My last fi lm was In Hell starring 
as Victor, a Russian Mafi a Godfather in prison.  I 
have studied acting all my life – ‘method acting’ as it’s 
called.  My new adventure is as a fi lm maker.  In the 
past fi ve years, I have been in Asia.  We’ve fi nished 
shooting a new documentary tv series about Muay 
Thai.  It’s called Strong Spirit and will shock the world.  
I am also directing and producing a new tv show.  
It is called Carjacker and will take the audience into 
the world of crime and carjacking.”

Paulo, Right, with Jet Li in Born to Defend
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       Pongsan Ekyothin Coban Lookchaomaesaitong    Paulo Tocha
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Fulfi lling his patron Sor.thanikul’s mission to be an 
emissary for Muay Thai, Paulo brought the embassy 

to our own urban jungle.  “I worked with GAPP, Gang 
Alternative Program and Prevention in El Monte, East Los 
Angeles.  It was very successful.  We taught Muay Thai to 
rehabilitate underprivileged kids and troubled teens, as well 
as hard core gang members.  They were slowly reforming 
their ways and staying healthy with Muay Thai.  They 
learned discipline, manners and respect.  Years later, the 
city stopped the program because of $$$.”  Explaining his 
motivation, Paulo refers to his own gang experience.  “The 
youth are our future.  We need to teach them Muaythai 
correctly and give them opportunities, not lies, so they 
can really became world champions and compete more 
internationally.  Yes it’s not easy.  That’s why Muay Thai 

is what it is.  We need to humble these people.  It’s about 
Karma.”

We are all fl esh and blood.  We all “suffer the slings and 
arrows of outrageous fortune”.  It’s been Paulo’s fortune 
to tame his own rage through community with fellow 
travelers.  What Paulo once got from mentors and patrons, 
he now gives back in abundance.  Paulo transitioned in 
1989 to train aspiring champions.  He aligned with Kru 
Puk Jamjuntr’s Muay Thai Academy of America in North 
Hollywood.  There was French and European Muay Thai 
champion Kadar Marouf in 1997.  A year later, it was 
Coban Lookchaomaesaitong.  Paulo Tocha was in Coban’s 
corner in 1998, when the 9x Bangkok Stadium champion 
regained his world welterweight title.

Prison Professor – Behind Bars in Thailand
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Film Maker at Lumpinee with
Ramassan World Champion and

Russian/Chechnyan Team

‘Strong Spirit’
Wanlop Sitpholeck
Leonard Sitpholeck
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Paulo was with Pongsan Ekyothin for his world 
lightweight championship.  He was there too, in 

2000, for Pongsan’s successful defense of his title at 137 
lbs.  Continuing his good work, Paulo taught and trained 
Chris Reilly on the way to victory in 2004 at the King’s 
Birthday celebrations in Bangkok.  Chris was the first 
American to get such a prestigious win.  Paulo stayed 
with his protégé in 2005 for the ISKA’s super welterweight 
California title.

“I’m a power trainer. I teach how to fight back with 
accurate solid strikes, using basics and technique, 

real Muaythai.  I train fighters to win.  I’m known for it.  
When we go, we go to win.  Promoters know this.  They 
trust me,.  My word is gold.  When I say the fighter is 
ready, he is ready!  Then it’s the Blue corner or the Red 
corner.  I have to represent the sport to its highest level.  
It’s expected.  We’re professionals.”  Paulo repaired to 
Thailand for three years until 2008 to do post graduate 

study in the “Science of Eight Limbs”, as Muay Thai is 
known in its own circle.

Paulo discloses “I’ve been a member of the World 
Muaythai Council [WMC] since its beginning, the 

first American, who was also the first American WMC 
ref and judge in an international and national capacity 
in the U.S.A.”  Paulo is a Senior Vice President of the 
United States Muay Thai Association [USMTA].  It is 
both a Native American League for the indigenous First 
People and the largest Muay Thai association in the 
United States.  Since 2001, Paulo has been credentialed 
as judge and referee by the WMC in Bangkok, as well as 
by the World Boxing Council’s Muaythai Division.  He is 
also licensed as referee for Muay Thai and Mixed Martial 
Arts [MMA] by the Nevada State Athletic Commission.  
It is now Paulo’s mission to teach Muay Thai and MMA 
stand-up fighting in Hollywood.  Check out his website at 
http://www.tochamuaythai.com.

WMC Offi cials in Jamaica, From Left to Right:  Pongsan Ekyothin (Judge and Referee), 
Thanong Poompanich (voted best Referee at Lumpinee Stadium), Paulo Tocha, (Judge 
and Referee), Master/Arjhan Radom Na Bangchang (Commissioner of Lumpinee Stadium, 
Rules and Regulations, Judge and Referee.)
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Humanitarian and Film Maker in the War Zone with Friend and KNLA 
Commander in Chief Htin Maung, KNLA – PC Army, Burma / Myanmar

From his origin in a place where the most precious 
gems are tainted with ‘confl ict’, Paulo maintains that 

“Muay Thai stands the test of time, because it comes 
from confl ict”.  In 2009, Paulo Tocha was inducted into the 
Masters Hall of Fame as a Muay Thai trainer of champions 
with a Golden Lifetime Achievement Award.

Nobility of the mind suffered a fi ctional prince in literature 
to desperation.  Accidents of birth and legacy just weren’t 
enough to do it for him.  His lamentation over whether “to be 
or not to be” shrouds the portrait with an omen of tragedy.  
Paulo’s story couldn’t be more different.  It is a portrait 
of triumph over tragedy.  From desperation to inspiration, 
he paints with vivid purpose.  If actions speak louder than 

words, Paulo’s tale is an exhibition in performance art with 
a message:  it is indeed “nobler in the mind to take arms 
against a sea of troubles”.  [Hamlet, Prince of  Denmark.  
William Shakespeare.]

The most treacherous demons to slay are those who 
lurk within.  We each mark our own score card.  Paulo is 
ahead on the cards, but he’s still got some rounds to go.  
Referring to his movie making, “It’s different producing.  I 
like it.  So time will tell.  I’m in it for the long run.”  In other 
words “it ain’t over till it’s over.”  [Yogi Berra.  New York 
Yankees.]  



The scene is familiar.  Flesh thuds monoto nously 
against the smooth compliancy of leather.  Music 
pulsates its hypnotic spell, as the exhausted panting 

of die hards become almost rhythmic.  Dancing feet, forged by 
years of discipline’s rigors, pound a percussion that charms 
in its repetition.  The odor of sweat, stale air and incense 
permeate the dampened space, yet it’s dissipated amidst 
the audible renderings of dedication.  Piercing the harmony, 

a lone voice extols the virtues of proper technique.  This is 
a place where ordinary individuals are deconstructed to be 
reincarnated as warriors.  This is a place where fi ghters are 
made.  Be yond the maneuverings of the familiar, however, 
one glance is all it takes to understand what dis tinguishes 
the Blackfeather Muay Thai Camp (BMTC) from most other 
fi ght gyms.

Kru Paul Barry’s Safe Haven for Kids

Every Monday through Saturday, when the doors of this small 
Newport, Delaware facility open for business, the children of 
the neighborhood fl ock.  As if drawn by a magnet, armed 
only with frolicking exuberance and a sense of belonging, 
kids of all ages blow through the gym with the gale force of a 

nor’easter.  As amateur and professional Muay Thai fi ghters, 
mixed martial artists and boxers all perfect and ply their 
craft, indeed, it is the youth within these walls who serve as 
testament to the uniqueness of Blackfeather.

The scene is familiar.  Flesh thuds monoto nously a lone voice extols the virtues of proper technique.  This is 

FIGHTING 
FOR 

CHANGE
REPORT BY TAI PARQUET
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“It’s a community center”, reports 
Paul Barry, BMTC’s owner/trainer.  
“I opened this place as a safe 
haven for kids.”  Established in 
August of 2007, BMTC is one of 
a very few nonprofi t fi ght-specifi c 
gyms in North America.  Creating 
youth targeted programming and 
accessibility was one of Barry’s 
primary goals.  It ultimately led 
to the choice of Newport for his 
location.  “I wanted to create a 
place where I could train fi ghters, 
and kids could come and go freely 
– a village gym.”

A Village Gym

Nestled between Delaware’s urban center of Wilmington, 
and the state’s primary college town of Newark, 

Newport is one of those blue-collar, fi scally challenged, 
suburban hamlets that the insensitivity of time often neglects.  
Like so many small towns in America, this burg bears the 
scars of an economy gone awry.  In an area besieged by 

strip malls, Dunkin’ Donuts, and 7-11s, it’s hard to tell where 
Newport ends and the next village begins.  With an ethnically 
diverse population of less than 1,200 residents, the sense of 
community is a fading notion.  It’s eroding with the passing 
years and changing demographics.

Fighter’s Passion

Like so many small towns in 
America, it is the children who bear 
the brunt of society’s collateral 
damage.  It was this environment, 
in which Barry discovered a 
necessity.  “There are several 
youth oriented programs in the 
city (Wilmington).  But there’s 
nothing out here for these kids.”  
Barry’s voice begins to amplify 
with intensity.  “Nobody gives a 
damn about these kids until they’re 
breaking into someone’s house!  It 
ticks me off!  These are the real 
children left behind!”  The unbridled 
passion of Barry’s comments 
remains long after the words have 
been spoken.  Such is the manner 
of many a fi ghter.  Defi ance in the 
face of indifference, though, is how 
a fi ghter’s passion can speak to 
the needs of a community.
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“We have a place to go,” explains 18 year old Andre Whittle, 
as he types away on one of the facility’s two computers.  
“It’s an outlet.  You forget about your problems.”  Despite an 
occasional profanity laced tirade, the problems and abhorrent 
infl uences that imperil its youth are kept outside the confi nes 
of BMTC.  Kids are immersed instead in the strict, regimented 
culture of fi ghters.  Slogans like “work hard”, “don’t give up” 
and “keep trying”  work their way into the mocking vocabulary 
of the children.  Learned behavior is transferred not only by 
Barry’s guidance, but also through proximity to the 
practiced discipline of his fi ghters, whom the kids 
are apt to watch in awe.  However, no solution is 
perfect.  In spite of the positive aspects of Barry’s 
model, the mere thought of a fi ght gym/community 
center dichotomy instantly brings to mind 
Nickelodeon sitcoms and Disney movies, staring 
Duane “The Rock” Johnson.  There is always the 
possibility that such an arrangement, at some 
point, might become inconvenient or distracting, 
specifi cally for the paying clientele.

But Doug Austin, a 21 year old amateur fi ghter 
who’s been training at BMTC for two years, sees 
it differently.  “It gives them something to do – run 
off a little energy.  It can be a little annoying, but 
they’re good kids who need direction.  Rather 
they run energy off here, than in the streets.”  
Though BMTC provides a positive, developmental 
alternative for these children, 10 year old Larry Johnson’s 
reasons for coming are manifestly uncomplicated.  “It’s fun.  
Plus, he makes me laugh.”  Johnson’s reference to Barry is 
reinforced by constant taunting, as the chil dren tease their 
perpetually grumpy trainer.  For the kids, Barry is also one of 
the site’s featured attractions.

Kru Paul Barry, whom the kids have affectionately nicknamed, 
“Shrek”, is the sort of brutally honest, politically incorrect 

character whom the “fi ght trainer” stereotypes are built upon.  
Coarse and abrupt in his delivery, Barry speaks with a succinct 
frankness that often masks a complex interior.  A disciple of 
Kru Suuan Mikhail (Tevadadum) Caldwell’s Blackfeather Muay 
Thai system, Barry had twenty matches (19-1, with 16 ko’s) in 
the disciplines of Muay Thai and Western boxing.  He trained 
in Thailand and other corners of the world, participating also in 
his share of the wars at Detroit’s fabled Kronk Gym.  He spent 
many years, additionally, honing his craft in Philadelphia’s 
legendary boxing gyms.  With a professional career on the 
precipice of full bloom, however, Barry was diagnosed with 
cirrhosis of the liver.  He twice fought off the clutches of death.  
But at the age of twenty, his fi ghting days were over.  “It sucked.  
I did a lot of dumb stuff as a kid.  It cost me a career.  That’s 
why I work with these kids now.”  With a body betraying him 
and opportuni ties waning, Barry made the decision to dedicate 
himself to the development of young fi ghters.  He began 
studying the history of Thai martial culture.  In the process, he 
obtained a liberal science degree to aid in his transition.  As 
Barry began to visit different martial arts schools, in an effort to 
teach his trade, he discovered a dis turbing phenomenon.  “The 
popularity of the UFC and guys like Anderson Silva, Shogun, 

they’ve helped make Muay Thai popular.  But now you have 
guys charging an arm and a leg to teach jab, cross, kick and 
have the audacity to call it Muay Thai.  Our kids couldn’t afford 
that BS,” he so ardently deposes.  “That’s why I opened this 
place.”

Today, at the age of 39, Barry is an established business owner 
and single father of a precocious 4 year old daughter.  The 
visions he holds dear are apparent in the depth of his gaze.  
His eyes hint at the hopes of the children he shepherds.  “I 
want this place thriving with different opportunities for these 
kids – give them experiences that don’t normally come their 
way.”  Then, with a pause and disarming grin, he ups the ante.  
“I want to build this gym into a Mecca of Thai culture.”  With 
the recent addition of a couple of volunteers, he appears to 
be advancing towards his goal of “a village gym.”  On this 
particular day, though Barry’s “village balancing act” seems to 
teeter precariously.  A fl ock of children swarm the gym, high on 
sugar and liberated from the restrictive atmosphere of school.  
Their unfettered movements strain the facility’s limits, even 
during conversation.  They grow louder.  Each one tells tales 
of the day’s misadventures.  They become a mobile orchestra 
of lively chatter and gossip.  As Barry works with several of 
his fi ghters, the cacophonous banter of the kids escalates 
to a crescendo of unceremonious nuisance.  He commands 
them to quiet down.  The children laugh and mock him in an 
obvious ploy to get under his skin.  He pretends to ignore 
them.  Everyone knows it won’t work.  In a burst of mock fury, 
he goes on an uproarious chase.  The fi ghters break out in 
spontaneous laughter.  The kids scurry out of the gym, in a 
blur of satisfaction and triumph.  They’ve  gotten the best of 
“Shrek”!  But then again, they’re the best of Paul Barry.  He 
knows it better than anyone.  
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A quote was made famous by Warner Wolf, a long time 
sportscaster for local news channels in New York City.  
Warner also covered Monday Night Baseball and the 

Olym pics.  He loved going to the video tape for those pitches 
that may have been strikes, those touch downs that might have 
been out of bounds or the occasional foul on the basketball 
court.

Not many sports these days use the video tape when reviewing 
calls.  Football is the only one, besides combat sports, that I can 
think of right now.  I can’t even begin to stress the importance of 
videotaping your fi ghts, not just to improve on your technique 
or to post on YouTube.com, but also as a defense should a 
decision go bad.   It is a major problem in our sport today.

It’s gotten so bad that some trainers have pulled their fi ghters 
from competing for specifi c organi zations, which I have to 
honestly say is pathetic.  Bad decisions happen everywhere.  
I have seen them in the WKA, USKBA and USMTA to name 
a few.

As trainers, we teach our students the value of good 
sportsmanship.  Some trainers and fi ghters don’t have faith in 
turning in the video and fi ling a complaint.  They’re willing to 
take the loss, but then they complain about it.

T he video is a chance for you to make a dif ference and 
be heard.  I will give you a per fect example, because it 

happened to me.  In a previous article, I reported being on 
the short end of a really bad decision.  As a fi ghter, it hurts a 
little more when people say “you won that fi ght”.  But it really 
sucked for me.  Not only was my trainer telling me that I won 
that fi ght but also people in the audience, other trainers who 
were there and even the ref.

Getting home that night, I thought about it long and hard.  Then 
I decided that I wasn’t going to go out like that, especially after 
fi nding out that one of the judges was from my opponent’s gym.  
I got the video from my trainer and sent it to someone whom 
I knew wouldn’t be biased, in order to get an opinion from 
someone who wasn’t there.  That person was Kru Stephen 
Strodtmeyer.  Kru Stephen told me that I defi  nitely had a case.  
So I sent the DVD to the sanctioning organization.

Three weeks passed.  I didn’t hear from them.  So I sent a 
follow up email.  They agreed that I had won the fi ght but told 
me that too much time had passed for them to overturn the 
decision.  What they did instead was ban the promoter from 
ever throwing shows again under the or ganization’s sanctioning 
authority.  So you see, although I didn’t get the decision over 
turned, justice was served.

Every trainer has a right to record his or her fi ghter’s match, 
whether it be pro or amateur.  When a trainer goes that extra 
mile for his or her fi ghters, it develops that extra level of trust 
and boosts the confi dence the fi ghter has, not only in himself 
but also in the people behind him.  Pull ing fi ghters from 
competing at certain shows only hurts the sport and certainly 
isn’t the an swer.

I ’m not sure how other organizations handle it.  I know that 
with the United States Muay Thai Association, you pay a 

small fee, and they send the video to Thailand for review by a 
group of Thai judges, who will make the fi nal decision.  MMA 
does it.  Boxing does it.  Why can’t we?  

LET’S GO TO THE VIDEO TAPE!

Opinion by Miguel “Wufang” Rivera.
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THE BEST IN
BOXING



the “apache falcon” knife by snake blocker is now available as of 
september 11th, 2009.  made in the usa by tops knives:

http://www.topsknives.com/product_info.php?products_id=305

retail: $229.00...introduction price: $190.00 if you hurry.

specifications:
o/a length: 12"

blade length: 6 1/4"
cutting edge: 5 3/8"

thickness: 1/4"
blade color: tactical gray

steel: 1095 high carbon alloy rc-58
handle: black linen micarta w/ rocky mountain tread®

sheath: combat ballistic nylon
mfg in the rocky mountain usa
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